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Dr. James Bultman, Northwestern's new president
Dr. James Bultman (left), NW's new president, confers witb Dr. Harold Dele, Academic Vice President
New president, family, felt God's call
This article Is an edited version of an inter-
view wltb Dr. Bultman by Bill Lovelady, wbicb
was recorded in May for broadcast on tbe col.
lege's weekly program "On Campus" over
radio station KVDB in Sioux Center.
I read the letter you sent to ·the
faculty and staff when you decided to
accept the invitation to become the
seventh president of Northwestern. In
it, you said that it was very difficult
for you to decide whether to come
here. Would you explain why it was
so difficult?
We are delighted that we will
become a part of the NW family. but it
was a difficult decision for our family,
primarily because we have established
deep roots in Western Michigan and at
Hope College. My side of our family
lives in Western Michigan, and I have
beeo on the Hope faculty for 17 years.
It was difficult to think of moving; I
had never really anticipated I would
leave Hope. So. when we had the op-
portunity to come to NW, we were
somewhat reluctant to take it, I must
confess. We thought of the family. Our
son, Matt, would be a senior at Holland
Christian, and our daughter, Heather,
would be a sophomore at the same
school. My wife, Martha, has a career
as a teacher of students with emotional
impairments and learning disabilities in
the Holland West Ottawa school
system. But, amazingly, although there
seemed to be many compelling reasons
not to move, we felt really called by
God to come to NW. We felt He
wanted us to serve Him in this way.
We received so much affirmation from
the NW community, which led us to
believe that our gifts would mesh well
with the needs of NW at this time in
her history. In the final analysis, the
desire to be responsive to the call of
God was the reason we decided to
come.
Tell me about your career at Hope.
I came to Hope as a teacher in the
Education Department, and after three
or four years I became chairman of the
department. I also coached football and
baseball. Later, I became Dean for the
Social Sciences. It has been fun to wear
so many different hats!
One of the words you used in your
letter was "excited". What is it that
excites you about coming to NW?
First of all, I'm enthused about wbat
I see taking place here. I love the idea
of integrating faith with learning, and it
seems to me there is no doubt in
anyone's mind about where NW stands
on that issue. I like the idea that NW is
upfront about its commitment to Christ,
and that it is a distinctively Christian
college affiliated with the Reformed
Church in America. I certainly want to
huild on NW's great traditions and
strengths. I am also excited about the
academic program. The new curriculum
will increase the academic quality on
campus. When you combine the educa-
tion of the mind, body and spirit, as
NW does, you have something special.
That was the model Christ gave us.
Paul, too, in II Timothy 3 vs. 14-17,
gives good advice about learning. NW
indeed has a lot going for her in Chris-
tian higher education, including both
the academic and co-curricular dimen-
sions of learning.
One of the things you said in your
letter was that you want to make NW
what God would have her to be. I'm
sure you agree that none of us can
presume to know all that God plans
for the college, bnt what are some of
the things you believe He wants for
NW?
There is no doubt, when you look at
what is happening at NW, that God is
in this place. It gives purpose and
meaning to what we'll be doing. To
know that God will bless what we do
here is a comfort to all who work for
and to all who love NW. We can move
forward with confidence.
One thing we must realize is that
God has entrusted the lives of students
to us for four years. The college exists
for her students. The single most ex-
citing facet of being a college educator
is catching a vision of what college
means to a student in this crucial four-
year period in life. We try to build, in
those four years, on the 17 or 18 years
of foundation provided by parents. We
try to help students grow in mind, body
and spirit, and in concert with God and
their fellow man. I believe we must do
all this with excellence. God did not
call us to live lives of mediocrity. He
wanted us to do our best for Him. That
is what motivates me-to realize that
God has given each of us gifts, and the
responsibility to use them as best we
can. Our commitment to the students
who come here must be to do our very
best to insure they will he successful in
college. The other side of that covenant
is their responsibility to commit
themselves to use their talents to the
very fullest. When you have these two
dimensions working together and really
feel that God is hlessing the work, then
you have something very speciaI...and
very exciting!
This is not a good time for the
economy of this region of the nation.
Do you see this as a challenge, and
what other challenges do you see?
When we were considering the call
to come to NW, I looked at the
economic situation, as well as at the
enrollment picture. Frankly, it was not
a rosy picture. However, I really be-
lieved that was a reason for me to
come. I'm certainly not so presump-
President Bultman's wife, Martha, chats with Don Van Der Weide
President Bultman speaking at May
orientation session for freshmen, which
he called "my first official function."
tuous as to think I can solve all the
problems by myself, because I certainly
cannot, hut I do feel that with the very
competent faculty and staff already
assembled we can, with His help, suc-
ceed even in these difficult times.
The first challenge I see is addressing
the declining pool of high school
graduates, which is particularly evident
in this area. That concerns me, because
you can't build a good college without
good students. It means we have to
make the college more attractive and
better than the colleges with which we
compete for students.
Secondly, I grew up in a town not
unlike Orange City, and so I understand
the plight of the farmer. The depressed
condition of the fanning community
concerns me primarily because of the
hardships inflicted on these families,
but also because of the potential impact
this has on enrollment and fundraising
atNW.
Thirdly, we don't know what the
government will do to the tax code, and
particularly we don't know how the
changes will affect charitable giving.
That could be a big challenge, too.
With all these, and other challenges,
facing us, I am nevertheless confident
that God wants this college to survive
and prosper, and I am eager to be His
instrument.
Leaps
of light:
in memory
of a
particular
spark
M. Van Rheenen, Class of '81
Light seems to play tricks on us. It
can ricochet through the darkness,
spreading itself from innumberable, un-
suspecting points of illumination. I left
Northwestern committed to light-light
that would be my guide; light that I felt
called to carry. I had no idea that this
light would lead me to two years of
volunteer work in a Catholic communi-
ty in Louisiana and, later. to graduate
studies in anthropology at Louisiana
State University. In fact, I had no idea
at all where it would lead me!
I graduated in the spring of '81 into
a recession. My decision to major in
historical wri ting had done nothing to
make my liberal arts degree more
marketable. At times I was even angry
with my professors, blaming them for
encouraging me to select, design and
pursue such a major. In the months of
futile job-hunting that followed, I found
myself receding into the sort of murky
void originally dispelled by God's first
command for light.
At Christmas time one of my pro-
fessors saw me at a movie, and came
over to ask what I was doing. When I
replied, "Nothing," he invited me to
come by his office and talk. That pro-
fessor was Ron Nelson.
I had become familiar with-and
committed to-active peace-seeking
through Dr. Nelson's senior seminar in
"Christian Perspecti yes on War and
Peace." He suggested I contact several
voluntary-service organizations
dedicated to the same principles. He
prayed with me before I left his office.
A short time later the Mennonite Cen-
tral Committee, the social service arm
of the Mennonite churches, sent me a
job description that seemed to have
been designed with me in mind.
The Choctaw-Apache Community of
Mary (IetI) _ MHy "- W)'IIII, ....... of -'1.
Ebarb in the northern section of Loui-
siana needed help in preparing a peti-
tion for federal tribal status. As an
unacknowledged Native American
group, they had to prove their descent
from historically recognized Indian
tribes and document their continued
history as a distinct people in order to
get tribal status.
My work partner (a bona fide Men-
nonite with a sociology degree) and I
saw our part in this process as tracing
community genealogy as far as possible
(in hopes of uncovering numerous
Choctaws and Apaches), and writing a
general history of the community (still
in process).
In addition to hours of research in
various public and university libraries,
we spent a good share of our time in-
terviewing the elders of the community.
We also helped administer a state grant
for craft workshops, and we
photographed sausage-smoking,
quilting, and hot-tamale making. More
than once I had occasion to be thankful
to Northwestern for my Chicago intern-
ship, consisting of an oral history pro-
ject, and the training in general
research and inquiry I'd received.
We discovered that the people of
Ebarb are descended from the Lipan
Apaches of East Texas, refugee Choc-
taws from Mississippi and Spanish-
speaking settlers who colonized the area
in the 1700's. Their plots of corn, field
peas, cotton and sorghum cane, along
with the cattle and hogs that once
ranged freely through the virgin timber,
have been replaced by company-owned
stands of pine. Many of the people now
work in the local timber and pulpwood
industries.
The best part of our work was the
time we spent on the front porches and
around the kitchen tables of these peo-
ple, who became our friends. Miss
Angeline showed us how to make
chudisketchies (fry bread); Mr.
Clarence taught us to drink his virile
brand of coffee. Both told us about
courting and country dances and a
granddaddy who "looked just like an
Indian."
Miss Gertrude, a 100-year-old
woman who had been bed-ridden for
seven years, promised to pray for us
when we went all the way back North
to see our people at Christmas. Her
bachelor son, an alert 75 + himself,
shared his grief with us when she died
at Easter.
We met Mr. George and Miss Susan
at a local Catholic prayer meeting. She
could barely read, and he was illiterate,
but the depth of their faith was
phenomenal. They had raised 13
children and two grandchildren in a
four-room house, and asked for our pic-
ture when we left because we seemed
just like grandchildren to them.
Our young neighbor-who wasn't
really married to the man she lived
with, and who still knew how to pop
her baby's back when something "set-
tled on his stomach "-made sure
neither of us was left lonely or unfed
whenever the other had to be gone. She
cried when we left because "Y'all are
the only ones ever come eat with me."
We were touched again and again by
the people's natural generosity and gen-
uine warmth. Yet from time to time we
met outsiders who seemed amazed that
we lived in an area that used to be
known as the roughest place in Loui-
siana. It is true that undercurrents of
vengeance and violence fueled by a low
tolerance for alcohol and a preoccupa-
tion with "machismo" continue to
plague the community.
One of our friends, a young man
nan.ed Randall, had carried a weapon
with him ever since he graduated from
high school. When he left the house for
work, he picked up a gun as
automatically and unthinkingly as
young men elsewhere might put on a
watch or slip a comb into their back
pockets. After placing himself in
several situations where he would have
been legally justified in using a weapon
and possibly killing someone, he began
to think about the direction his life was
taking. He began to take God seriously.
He questioned us in depth about our
faith and the way we lived it out.
About a year before he'd met us, he'd
quit carrying a gun. After several
months of acquaintance with us, he told
us he wasn't going to fight any more,
either.
Then one morning he came over to
our trailer and asked us whether we
would keep something for him. He
didn't care what we did with it. Puz-
zled, we agreed.
Randall handed us a modern version
of the infamous Bowie knife. It was his
last weapon, and now he'd decided he
wasn't going to carry it anymore. He
credits his final renunciation of
violence and fear to the light we were
able to reflect into his life. He has
since stepped out further in faith and
given up his seasonal construction job
to begin college.
Light is a funny thing. It leaps from
spark to flame and from wick to wick.
It throws itself from transparent drops
of dew and bits of mist into bannered
rainbows and dazzling gems of color. If
Ron Nelson had not borne the light he
did, I would not have been here to
make that difference in Randall's life.
If I had not met the people who
touched me in Ebarb, I would not now
be struggling through a masters' pro-
gram in anthropology at Louisiana
State.
Who knows how many other waiting
bits of tinder these sparks will
touch--or how far down how many
paths a single light will lead?
everything and shot Ron in the ab-
domen. A man has been arrested and
charged with the murder.
President Radandt told newsmen,
"He was one of our finest scholars".
Chaplain Jerry Sittser told a reporter,
"It is unbelievable this could happen to
someone so devoted to peace in every
area ... peace in the world and peace
between the races."
Nearly 40 members of the Chicago
church joined about 400 mourners at
the funeral in Trinity Reformed Church
in Orange City. In his sermon, the Rev.
Donald Lenderink, the pastor of
Trinity, said, "We do not hate Ron's
killer. We ask that he be caught and
brought to justice. We ask that he be
helped so he does not destroy others.
We ask that he be introduced to Jesus."
Ron Nelson
The Shooting
learnings, and getting it done
so finally it showed in the face
which the gunman couldn't shake-
maybe those glasses playing tricks-
and so he turned back
because of love
but not for money.
As most readers already know, Prof.
Ron Nelson was shot to death by a rob-
ber outside the church on the South
Side of Chicago where he had just at-
tended a service. His son, Roger, had
been an intern at the church, the
Roseland Christian Ministries Center,
pastored by Rev. Tony Van Zanten, and
the Nelsons had worshipped there on
many occasions. Ron had just gotten in-
to his car with his wife, Marion, his
son Roger, and Roger's fiancee, Sandra
Van Zanten, when a man drew a gun
and demanded money. When Rev. Van
Zanten's wife and son came out of the
church, the robber forced them into the
Nelson's car. Although those in the car
handed over their valuables, the robber,
according to the police report, told
them he didn't think he had been gi ven
Couldn't he stand the face?
Did he feel it as a blow?
In the moment of his life
things cleared.
You see that look
and either drop the gun
or shoot.
When it comes right down to fear
a man as good as this is hard to find
and for the gunman hard to take,
for what he saw
was love that casts out fear.
right then,
a demon hardly understood but felt
as if a wind to knock him off his feet,
for what he saw
was peace in the making
not peace in a keeping,
a face insisting-
without intending to-
on more than just excuses
toward the question of one's life.
Almost walked away.
In fact he turned his back
on what he felt: it's your bread or mine
and you've got more ... of what?
So what you got to say?
who had said nothing
but looked as if he might,
who had given all his change
but looked as if there might be more.
of what?
not shielding in that look of what he had
that carne to more
than just a lifetime earnings,
more like lifetime yearnings,
Nor did Judas do it just for money
if at all-
he could have walked away
and tried another day
another two-bit giver
of some bread for life.
But what he couldn't take
was bread of life,
the peace he knew but didn't want
the love he felt but couldn't keep
the fear cast out that only made his worse
and that face ...
never passive now insisting,
and so he walked away but then came back
because of love but not for money
to kiss that look with death
and then he took the only thing
already thrown away
and hanged himself.
Dear God, please help the gunman not to die.
Dear God, please help us all to live
in the presence of your risen Son ourLord.,
in the family of your child, Ron Nelson.
Profe.,sor Paul Borgman. who lauijhl
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Left to right: top row. Jeff' Van Der Werff, Roland Simmelink, Ron De Jong; middle row. Mark Bloemendaal, Tim Zeutenhorst; bottom row, Sue
Hayakawa, Carolyn Barthel and Deb Ttemens.
College's survival depends
on this team's winning record
Which Northwestern team is on the
road from September to mid-December,
and during that time visits hundreds of
schools? A few clues: this is a co-ed
team, the players travel separately, and
team statistics are reported to the Presi-
dent of Northwestern College rather
than the Sioux City Journal. This is the
Admissions Team, and it must have a
winning season if Northwestern is to
survive.
The "team" is led by Ron De long,
Director of Admissions at North-
western. The five "players" are Admis-
sions Counselors Carolyn Barthel, Mark
Bloernendaal, Deb Tiernens, Jeff Van
Der Werff and Tim Zeutenhorst. There
are also two valuable team members
who are not part of the traveling squad:
Roland Simmelink, Director of Finan-
cial Aid, and Susan Hayakawa, Admis-
sions Office Manager.
During the traveling season, the five
admissions counselors spend the majori-
ty of their time "on the road". They
visit high schools and churches, and
they represent Northwestern at college
fairs. Each counselor is responsible for
students in a number of states, as well
as several local schools, and they plan a
schedule that will include visits to
"priority" students.
In addition to making personal con-
tacts, admissions counselors spend a lot
of time on the phone. "This is not an
8-5 job," says Tim. "Many evening
hours are spent on the phone. We make
nearly 10,000 phone calls a year." The
counselors make phone calls to "priori-
ty" students in their areas, answering
questions concerning Northwestern and
determining a prospect's interest in the
college.
The five admission counselors could
also be thought of as "salespersons".
Ron explains: "Though some people
may not like to think of it that way,
admissions is in many ways a sales
position. We try to sell young people
on our product, Northwestern College.
Since all of our admissions counselors
are graduates of Northwestern, we are
strong believers in the product we
represent. "
Mark adds, "In promoting a product,
you try to stress its strong points. We
try to discover what a high school stu-
dent is looking for in a college, then br-
ing out the areas of Northwestern that
fit their needs. Admissions counselors
need to know everything their institu-
tion has to offer, so they can select and
stress the dimensions and areas of the
college that the student is looking for. I
think we have learned that our product
is not designed for every kind of stu-
dent, and this knowledge helps us steer
students in the right direction."
With a declining student population,
the competition Admissions Team faces
has become far more intense over the
past several years. Statistics indicate
{hat in the late 1980's and early 1990's
there will be even fewer high school
graduates. This will inevitably affect
college enrollments. Ron explains the
Admissions strategy: "In order to enroll
280 freshmen we need at least 330 paid
enrollment deposits. To secure the
needed deposits we need to accept
about 500 students. In order to accept
500 students we need 600 applications.
This calls for a lot of names. As com-
petition for students continues to grow,
we need to build a bigger base. Over
the past five years our mailing list has
increase from only 6,000 in 1981 to
more than 35,000 this year. We pur-
chase some names from sources such as
the American College Testing service,
mainly names of students in Iowa and
surrounding states. Outside this mid-
western area, our major sources of pro-
spective students' names are North-
western alunmi and the RCA churches.
We would like to have many more
names from alumni, pastors and other
Northwestern supporters."
Alumni have contributed to the Ad-
missions effort in many ways. Some
alumni have opened their homes to
traveling counselors, others represent
Northwestern at college fairs in their
home areas, and many (perhaps without
realizing it) help students discover
Northwestern just by talking to them
about their own college experience.
Tim gives an example: "Two years ago
an alumnus from northern Iowa gave us
the names of two high school juniors.
These two students will be freshmen at
Northwestern this fall, primarily
because we got their names early and
were able to contact them in their
junior year. This individual has, in ef-
fect, given thousands of dollars to
North western. "
The staff is also thankful for the
alumni who bring high school students
to visit the campus. One alumna living
in Clinton, lA, brought a high school
senior to Northwestern for a weekend
visit. That student will enroll in the
fall. One of her main reasons for choos-
ing Northwestern was her campus visit.
Several alumni have driven van loads
of prospective students to Northwestern
from Illinois, Michigan and Minnesota.
One alumnus living in Washington
helped arrange flights for nine prospec-
tive students, and supervised the trip to
Iowa.
The Admissions Staff holds several
Visitation Days, with organized pro-
grams for students and parents, each
semester, but the staff welcome visitors
any time. They can arrange accom-
Tim Zeutenhorst chats with one of the students who will be a freshman.
August to alumni from the Class of
1950 through the Class of 1985. This
will give them the opportunity to pass
on names of high school juniors and
seniors, as well as potential transfer
students from other colleges, to the Ad-
missions Office. The staff will contact
these students. With the support of
friends of Northwestern, the Admissions
Department can maintain its winning
record.
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modation, campus tours and faculty in-
terviews on an individual basis as well.
Ron comments, "We have found that
those who visit the campus are more
likely to apply for admission and even-
tually enroll at Northwestern."
Like all teams, the Admissions staff
at Northwestern always welcome more
supporters, and this is where alumni
can help. The admissions staff is plann-
ing to send a special mailing in late
000
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"The Bonhoeffer Legacy: Forty Years
After" was the title of a conference
which drew hundreds to the campus in
April. The conference, sponsored by
NW, the Iowa Humanities Board and
the International Bonhoeffer Society
(English Language Section), was one of
the largest such conferences honoring
the martyred German theologian held
in the United States on the fortieth an-
niversary of Bonhoeffer's execution by
the Nazis for his part in the plot to
assassinate Hitler.
Five experts on Bonhoeffer from
around the nation gave lectures, an
award-winning film producer showed
his documentary on Bonhoeffer and
discussed the making of the movie, and
conference participants saw the
premiere of a play about Bonhoeffer,
written by NW's Professor Steve Peder-
son and featuring a professional actor
as Bonhoeffer, and an historical photo
display "Dietrich Bonhoeffer in His
Time" in the Te Paske Art Gallery.
Professor Roy Anker hosted the con-
ference, which was funded in part by a
generous grant from Dr. and Mrs. John
Salsbury.
-# \
College
hosts
conference:
Bonhoeffer
legacy
forty
years
after
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EdiMrs note'
This pen and ink sketch of Dietrich 8anhaeffer was
found on Ihe back. oj a poster board on Ihe registration
desk aI the 80nhaeffer Conference. II was executed in II
few minules, On lhe spur of Ihe moment, by Dun
Addington, Class oj '85, who lefl it Ihere, When question·
i1l8 re,-ea/ed the name oj lhe anisl, he wa.\ comucted and
ga,'e permission Jor il 10 be reproduud.
Right: Prof. Roy Anker addresses open-
ing session.
Bottom Right: Professor ClitTord Green,
President of the English Language sec-
tion of the International Bonhoeffer
Society, who spoke at the conference.
Below: Conference participants view
historical photos in Te Paske Gallery.
This sane from "Testament" shows bo" lICI'ftOI were Incorponted IDtile set by delIlanerJeff TaylorI 00 which slides "ere pro-
jected. Bruce Bugbee designed the five-screen, eleven-projector production. Prof. Paul Robinsen from Ohio State was the Sound
Designer.
Pnoros: Cor! Vandermeulen
Professor Steve Pederson included
this note in the program for his play,
"Testament, the Life and Death of
Dietrich Bonhoeffer":
Ever since beginning research for this project, I
have been struck by the inherent drama evident in
Dietrich Bonhoffer's story: the struggle of cons-
cience, the tension of compromise, the ironic jux-
taposition of events. My role as a playwright was
to select which event to emphasize, to give them
dramatic fonn, and to try to avoid manipulating
the characters or events any more than necessary.
My goal has been to present a work which is
authentic, a drama which is true to the man and
his time. Necessarily, there is some fabrication in
the playas well as a focusing of time and events,
but generally what is portrayed on stage actually
happened. The people are real. Their story is true.
To underscore the historical nature of the play,
actual photographs, including numerous reproduc-
tions from the Bonhoeffer family album, are used
throughout the production.
It is my hope that Testament: The Life and
Death of Dietrich BonhoelTer will both challenge
and inspire you. Furthermore, I trust our efforts
will motivate you to delve more deeply into the
writings of one of the major Christian thinkers of
the twentieth century, a man who was murdered
forty years ago this month. Here is a theologian
who chose to allow his faith to shape not only his
powerful writing and thought, but also his
choices, and ultimately his fate. As a Christian
who was willing to sacrificially speak to his
times, Dietrich Bonhoeffer offers much to those
who seek to be Christian in today's complex and
fragmented world. Tom Key, a professional actor I in the role of Dietrich Bonhoetfer
Professor Kathleen Marshall Peder-
son received her PhD from The Ohio
State University in ceremonies on June
14 in Columbus, Ohio. Her doctoral
dissertation centered on a study of
computer-assisted reading practice in
intermediate college French courses; she
studied the effects of various types of
computerized materials.
The following faculty members have
been granted tenure: Dr. Kathy Peder-
son, Dr. Mike Yoder and Dr. Ron Toer-
ing.
Art Hielkema has been promoted
from Associate Professor to Professor of
Library Science. He is also the
Librarian and the Director of the
Learning Resource Center.
Dr. Steve Pederson has been pro-
moted from Assistant Professor to
Associate Professor of Theatre and
Speech.
Professor Stephen Cobb presented a
paper to the Midwest Sociological
Society in St, Louis, Missouri on the
ethnography of the Navajo Bible
Believers, a religious movement often
referred to as the "Full Gospel
Church". It is the only church on the
Navajo Nation initiated by and
ministered by Navajos. The
ethnography attempts to describe the
perception of the church by its
members. Dr. Cobb has lived among
members of the church for part of three
summers at White Post, the village
which is the home of the "Mother
Church" There are now over twenty
such churches.
Focus on
Dr. Ian Johnston presented a lecture
entitled "Skeleton Formation in Her-
matypic Corals" at the University of
Iowa on April 26. He discussed corals
that build tropical reefs, the topic of his
dissertation. The audience consisted of
faculty members and graduate students
in the Geology Department.
Dr. Steve Pederson was com-
plimented by Professor Valerie Lagorio.
the co-director of his graduate work at
the University of Iowa, after she saw
the premiere of his play "Testament:
The Life and Death of Dietrich
Bonhoeffer". She wrote: "It was
beautifully written and creatively stag-
ed. When, after the performance, Dr.
Robert Hedley, the chairman of the
Drama Department at the university,
critiqued the play, he constantly asked
the actors, 'Are you really a student?'
This is high praise, since he is not
given to bestowing compliments!! I
agree with him when he says that the
play was more than theatre, it was a
spiritual experience of great depth and
magnitude. "
Jeff Taylor had his play "A Matter
of Choice" produced at Dordt College
recently; this was the premiere of the
play, which deals with the issue of
abortion.
This production was designed to give
Jeff an opportunity to re-write the play.
based on critiques provided by the au-
dience and by professional drama
critics invited to attend the premiere.
Professor George Stickel and seven
students recently attended the Midwest
Philosophy of Education Society
meeting at the University of Chicago.
Northwestern had more students in at-
tendance than any other university or
college, and was the only college to
send undergraduates.
In addition to attending the con-
ference, Professor Stickel and his
students visited various museums and
made presentations in public schools in
the Chicago system.
Professor Stickel was elected
Secretary/Treasurer of the Midwest
Philosophy of Education Society for a
two-year term. He also read a paper
entitled "The Role of the College and
University Professor; a Sociological-
Philosophical Examination."
In addition to reading this paper in
Chicago, Professor Stickel has recently
had a paper entitled "Institutional
Change and the Role of Higher Educa-
tion in Society" published in Organiza-
tional Policy and Development: Inter-
disciplinary Conference, 1984, edited
by Leicester R. Moise and published by
the University of Louisville. He has
also had an article entitled "Adler:
Ideological Imperialist" published in
Midwest Philosophy of Education
Society 1983 Proceedings, edited by
Michael C. Smith and published by the
University of Wisconsin.
Professor Jay Van Hook has been
named Associate Editor of Christian
Scholar's Review. an interdisciplinary
quarterly journal dedicated to the in-
tegration of faith and learning which is
sponsored by Northwestern and thirty
other Christian colleges. He will have
primary responsibility for philosophy
and theology.
Faculty
Professor Michael Vander Weele and
eight students attended the Wheaton
College Conference on Literature and
Writing. They heard readings and lec-
tures by Frederick Buechner, a Chris-
tian novelist who is generally con-
sidered the best Christian apologist
since C.S. Lewis, and by Donald Davie,
a British poet, who is the editor of the
Oxford Book of Christian Verse.
Professor Wayne Norman and Pro-
fessor Gary Weaver received a $10,000
grant from the Council of Independent
Colleges to design two new courses
which will be included in the revised
curriculum, due for introduction in the
Fall of 1985. The courses, titled
"Understanding Technology" and
"Physiological Psychology", will be of-
fered by the Philosophy and Psychology
Departments. The first course will help
students understand electrical and
transportation technology; the second
will take a systems approach to the
problem of applying technology and
technological thinking to the academic
discipline of Physiological Psychology.
Professor Dave Mulder attended a
conference on "Current Developments
in Economics" at Southwest Baptist
University in Bolivar, Missouri. The
seminar was attended by 33 economists
representing 31 colleges and univer-
sities. The conference was designed for
Christian economists and was the first
of its kind in the U.S.
Professor George De Vries attended
the meeting of the American Historical
Association in Chicago. At a session of
Faith and History, he responded to
papers on "Elizabetb Seton, Pioneer,
Prototype and Archetype" and on
"Phoebe Palmer". Seton and Palmer
were early-Nineteenth Century feminist
leaders.
Professor Michael Vander Weele has
recieved a grant from the National En-
dowment for the Humanities. He will
participate in a summer institute on
"Contemporary Literary Criticism and
the Core Literature Classroom" at the
University of Massachusetts in
Amherst.
Professor Jay Van Hook attended the
meetings of the Eastern Division of the
American Philosophical Association in
New York City. While in New York,
he also attended a conference sponsored
by the Society of Christian
Philosophers, which was meeting con-
currently with the American
Philosophical Association.
Professor John Kaericher, described
in the catalog as "Northwest Iowa's
most repected printmaker", is
represented by his work "Child with
Head Dress" in a travelling exhibit
which will be on display in various
locations throughout the state of Iowa
during the year.
Professor Wayne Norman presented a
paper entitled "Apple Picker: Computer
Software for Studying Multiple and
Concurrent Schedule Responding in
Humans" at a conference in San An-
tonio, Texas. The paper is being con-
sidered for publication in Behavioral
Research Methods, Instrumentation
and Computers. He also attended the
Psychonomic Society's convention in
San Antonio.
Prior to his trip to San Antonio, Pro-
fessor Norman and Professor Gary
Weaver of the Philosophy Department
at Northwestern attended a Council of
Independent Colleges conference on
"Technology and the Liberal Arts."
e:
A paper entitled "Deconstruction,
Hermeneutics and the Heavenly
Phoenix of Interpretation" written by
Professor Michael Vander Weele of the
English Department was published in
the April issue of Religion and
,,"n"~~
Professor Jay Van Hook, presented a
paper, "Religious Belief and
Knowledge: Plantinga, Proper Basicality
and the Great Pumpkin Objection", at
the March meeting of the American
Philosophical Association in San Fran-
cisco. His paper was one of forty
selected from almost four hundred sub-
mitted. He also presented the lead
paper in a symposium on the
"Philosophy of Religion of Dr. Alvin
Plantinga" at the Eastern Regional
Conference of the Society of Christian
Philosophers at Western Kentucky
University in Bowling Green, Kentucky.
Professor Plantinga, who is on the
faculty at Notre Dame University,
responded to Dr. Van Hook's paper.
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For Alumni and Friends at a distance from
Northwestern, we encourage you to check all the
schedules and support the Raiders when they are in
you area.
1985 FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
Sept. 7 Midland
"Sept. 14 at Buena Vista
Sept. 21 Doane
"Sept. 28 at Concordia
"Oct. 5 at Peru State
Oct. 12 Open
Oct. 19 Westmar
Ocr. 26 Chadron State
"Nov. 2 at Valley City State
"Nov. 9 at 51. Ambrose
'"AI all away games the alumni office will try to
coordinate an alumni get-together prior to the game.
Student Recital
Susan Van Kley
College Chapel-3:00 p.m.
Jazz Band Valentine's Dance
College Chapel-8:00 p.m.
Student Recital
Kim Ang and Stacy Trowbridge
College Chapel-3:()() p.m.
Symphonette
American Reformed Church-
8:00 p.m.
Concert Band Tour-
Michigan
Concert Band Home Concert
College Chapel-8:oo p.m.
Student Recital
Nora De Haan and Ivan Helmus
College Chapel-8:oo p.m.
Choral Festival
Festival Choral Concert
First Reformed Church-8:00 p.m.
Chapel Choir Tour
Chapel Choir Home Concert
American Reformed Church-
8:00 p.m.
A cappella Choir Concert
First Reformed Church-3:oo p.m.
MUSIC DEPARTMENT EVENTS 1985-86
October 6 Luther College Oneota Chamber
Players
College Chapel-3:oo p.m.
October 26 Homecoming Music Department
Concert
25th Anniversary of the Concert
Band
College Auditorium-e.Ou p.m.
November 3 Student Recital
Steve Albaugh and Jean Lemmenes
College Chapel-3:00 p.m.
November 10 Faculty Recital-Drs. Jiskoot and
Toering
American Reformed Church-
3:00 p.m.
November 17 Student Recital
Scott Kardell and Les Wiedrtck
College Chapel-3:oo p.m.
November 19 Fall Band Concert
College Chapel
8:00 p.m.
December 8 Christmas Vespers
American Reformed Church
3:00 and 8:30 p.m.
January 2-7 A Cappella Choir Tour-
Nebraska/Colorado
1985-86 WOMENS VOLLEYBALL 1985-86 BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
SCHEDULE Nov. 20 Dakota Wesleyan
Sept. 11 at Augustana Nov. 22 Midland Lutheran
3rd Team Nov. 26 Dane
Sept. 12 at Morningside Nov.29-30 Morningside Tournament at Sioux
UNI South Dakota City (M'side, NW, Westmar, Wayne)
Sept. 14 Yellow Jacket Tournament Dec. 4 Sioux Falls College
Black Hills College Dec. 7 Northwest Missouri State
Sept. 17 at Worthington c.c. Dec. 11 at Wayne State
Sioux Falls Dec. 13 Mount Marty
Sept. 19 S.W. Minnesota State Dec. 14 at Southwest Minnesota State
Sept. 21 at Nebraska Wesleyan Jan. 3-4 NW Holiday Tournament (NW,
Uni. Invitational Dordt. Peru State, Hasting)
Sept. 24 at Briar Cliff Jan. 7 at Midland Lutheran
Westmar Jan. 10 at Missouri Western
Sept. 28 at Mt. Mary Jan. 11 at Tarkio
3rd Team Jan. 15 at Briar Cliff'"
Oct. Buena Vista Jan. 18 Dordt"
Dordt Jan. 22 at wesrmarv
Oct. 3 Dordt Jan. 24 Mount Mercy"
Morningside Jan. 25 Iowa wesleyan"
Oct. 8 at Westmar Jan. 29 at Mount Marty
3rd Team Feb. 1 at Dordt'"
Oct. 10 Briar Cliff Feb. 5 at Buena Vista
3rd Team Feb. 8 Grand view"
Oct. 15 at Buena Vista Feb. 12 Briar curr-
Mt. Mary Feb. 15 westmar''
Oct. 19 2nd Annual (St. 01a!) Feb. 21 at Marycresr"
VB Invitational Feb. 22 at St. Ambrose
Oct. 23 Augustana "'NAIA Iowa Conference
3rd Team
Oct. 26 Sub Districts
January 19
February 14
February 16
February 25
March 13-23
March 25
April I
April 4-5
April 5
April 11-13
April 15
April 20
1985-86 WOMENS BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
Nov. 19
Nov. 21
Nov. 23
Nov. 29
Nov. 30
Dec. 3
Dec. 7
Dec. 9
Dec. 12
Jan. 3-4
Jan. 10
Jan. 11
Jan. 15
Jan. 18
Jan. 23
Jan. 25
Jan. 28
Feb. I
Feb. 5
Feb. 8
Feb. 13
Feb. 15
Feb. 17
Feb. 21
Feb. 22
Sioux Falls College
Dakota Wesleyan University
at Dakota State
Thanksgiving Classic
SDSU-Mankato si.
Thanksgiving Classic
Grandview- Northwestern
at Augustana College
at Wayne State College
at Dakota Wesleyan University
at University of South Dakota
Northwestern Basketball Tourn.
Northern State-Morningside-Mount
Marty-Northwestern
at Missouri Western
at Graceland College
at Briar Cliff College
Morningside College
at Dordt College
at Westmar College
at Mount Marty College
Briar Cliff
at South West State MN.
Dordt College
at Morningside
Westmar College
Mount Marty College
at Mary Crest College
at St. Ambrose College
News Briefs
A "whale" of a play!
Northwestern staged the world's
premiere of a children's play, "Jonah
and Bigfish", written by Richard
Young, a faculty member. It is a lively
re-telling of the Bible story, using
modern metaphors. and challenges the
audience to answer questions about
authority and the appropriate response
10 it. Richard Young taught at NW
while Professor Keith Allen was on a
years sabbatical leave.
The mid-week catechism classes
(grades one through eight) of the
American Reformed Church in Orange
City, Iowa, selected Northwestern's
Chapel/Performing Arts Center building
program as their mission project during
the winter quarter, January - March,
1985.
They exceeded their goal of $300.00
by 25"70. As part of the worship service
on April 14, 1985, the young people
presented a check for $375.00 to
Harold Vander Weide, Director of
Church Relations at Northwestern. All
church groups are encouraged and
challenged to consider the new
Chapel/Performing Arts Center as a
mission project.
Students from a score of surrounding
communities attended a Young Authors'
Conference on campus. They read their
stories to each other and heard an
author, James Heynen, describe how he
writes his books for children. The con-
ference was hosted by Prof. Keith
Hoskins and was co-sponsored by NW
and Area Education Agency 4.
Keith Hosldns-20 years Roy Anker-tO years Freeman De Groot-lO years
At the Recognition Dinner on May 4th, President Radandt presented long-service plaques to the three NW faculty and staff
members pictured above. He and Mrs. Radandt, together with Chaplain Jerry Sittser and his wife, and retiree, Marcia Vis, were
also honored.
-'-'-
Mn. R8dudt aDd Dr. Theora WUIcox, president of the Women's Auxiliary, at a hlllth at
which the auxiliary members gave the Radandts a pewter candelabra.
President and Mrs. Radandt's farewell.lft, gtven by faculty
and staff at tbe dinner.
'-"'1 ~
Marcia Vis displays the retirement Klft she
received at the Recognition Dinner. She
has served on the library staff for 23
years.
7
Chaplain Jerry Sittser and bts wife,
Lynda, received this "going away" gift at
the dinner
On April 17, 1985 more than 800
women from the region gathered in
local churches to observe the 25th an-
niversary of Reformed Church Women.
Following the celebration many of
them, including nearly eighty members
of the RCW National Board, came to
the college for refreshments and cam-
pus tours.
Marlyee Carlson Dean Hengst Hazel Moss
The Alumni Association has selected Marlyce Carlson, Dean Hengst and Hazel
Moss as Alumni Scholars for the 1985-86 academic year. Each will receive a $500
scholarship.
NW wins place at Theatre Festival
Northwestern won a place at the
American College Theatre Festival,
which is generally dominated by large
universities; the other three winners,
selected from 42 entrants in four states,
were the University of Iowa and the
University of Missouri's campuses at
Columbia and at Kansas City.
Northwestern's production of Thorn-
ton Wilder's play The Skin of Our
Teeth "was carried off with an ad-
mirable sense of ease", said one of the
American College Theatre Festival
judges.
Omaha Indians dance at pow-wow
As part of a three-week emphasis on American Indians, arranged by Prof. Keith Hoskins, a Lakota Indian pipe
ceremony and a pow-wow were held.
Prot. Hoskins smokes pipe
Must swim
against stream,
Prof.Osterhaven
tells graduates
Laura lzenbart bugs fellow graduate
Northwestern's largest graduating
class, 179 students, received degrees at
Commencement on May 11. This year's
Commencement was dedicated to the
memory of Dr. Ron Nelson.
Professor M. Eugene Oosrerhaven,
Professor of Systematic Theology at
Western Seminary, spoke on the topic
"Against the Stream." He told the
graduates that in our times it is not
easy to stand against the stream
because of the "strong, sometimes
treacherous currents of secular
humanism, automomy and egocentrici-
ty." He compared the graduates to the
Israelites crossing the Jordan River, and
concluded: "When the Children of
Israel moved through the wilderness
and crossed the river, the ark symboliz-
ing the covenant went before them.
When we move through the wilderness
of our times, crossing its rivers and
climbing its mountains, as children of
the covenant, we know we are not
alone ... With Christ and His Spirit hav-
ing come, we have resources that the
Israelites could not have imagined. Let
these resources be your strength and jox
and hope. Then you will not fear to
stand against the stream."
~'''''C:."",""Ai ,
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Professor Glen HeKstad says: "Yesteryear's numerous marsbes In northwest
Iowa served as home for many forms of water birds. This mallard was a denizen
of Iowa's remaining marshes. II has been preserved and placed on display in the
biology department for the enjoyment of students as well as friends who visit the
campus. Bob Hamilton, a taxidermist living in Sheldon, Iowa, prepared this
specimen. A number of other mounted specimens are on display. These enhance
the learning experience of biology majors, as well as helping to stimulate a
deeper appreciation for the natural world about us."
Students take handicapped
to Sioux City for weekend
Each year, Professor Hoskins'
students take residents of area facilities
for the emotionally handicapped on an
overnight trip. This year they took
them to Sioux City. Dr. Hoskins says
he wants those students who plan to
teach the handicapped to know in ad-
vance what they are likely to en-
counter, and this is a good way to do
this. In addition, he says, many of those
they take have very little opportunity to
"see the sights". This year the group
visited K-Products for a tour of the
plant, before taking off for Sioux City,
where they enjoyed a restaurant meal
and trip to a bowling alley.
", j
I·
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Clady Olson, a K~Products employee,
shows Hope Haven residents bow a cap
is manufactured.
Brenda Pool (left) and Shelley Schwiesow with a van load of Hope Haven RTC
residents start the trip to Sioux City.
Trustees make three appointments;
five complete their terms
Tbree of the new trustees (left to right): Herlan Scbut ('54), James Koenebnan and Arlan Draayer ('65)
At their April 15 meeting on the
campus, the Board of Trustees ap-
pointed Arlan Draayer, James
Koerselman, Herlan Schut, Andrea Van
Beek ('74) and David Van
Engelenhoven ('65) as new members.
The Wisconsin Classis will make an
appointment soon. Completing terms on
250 enjoy International Banquet
contribute $870 to scholarship fund
About 250 guests enjoyed the annual
International Banquet, which raised
$870 for the International Student
Scholarship Fund. Joanna Williams, the
Conference on Dutch
scheduled for September
"The Dutch West of the Mississippi"
is the title of a conference at North-
western planned for September 26, 27
and 28 by the Association for the Ad-
vancement of Dutch-American Studies,
according to Nella Kennedy, Curator of
Northwestern's Dutch Heritage Collec-
tion, who is organizing the conference.
Fifteen speakers from colleges and
universities in the United States and
Canada are expected to take part. The
five sessions will cover these topics:
"The Immigrant and the Church",
"Westward Ho!", "The Dutch in Iowa
and Colorado", "The Far West", and
"The Dutch Community". The public is
invited to attend. A detailed program
will be published early in September.
president of the International Students
Association, welcomed the guests, who
were treated to a buffet featuring food
from France, Germany, China, the
Bahamas, the Philippines, Japan,
Korea, Guatemala, India and Canada,
as well as Native American breads. The
meal was preceded by prayers in
Chinese, Urdu (India), Japanese and
English. Brent Kemp from the Bahamas
sang, and the internationl students per-
formed a play written by Johan God-
waldt from Canada entitled "Through
Foreign Eyes".
Joanna Williams thanked those atten-
ding, especially those from the com-
munity whq/have hosted foreign
students, providing a "home away from
home." Mrs. Bobbie Norman, who has
organized community support, appealed
for more families to act as hosts.
Ann Roesner is the International
Coordinator at Northwestern; Dr, Lyle
Vander Werff is the Faculty Advisor to
the International Student Association,
Joanna Williams was assisted by a
committee consisting of five students:
Gail Beran, Johan Godwalt, Royal
Huang, Patrice Maycock and Hiromi
Narnakura.
the board are W. Dale Den Herder, H.
Dale Hubers, John R. Boender, John
Draayer and Eugene Den Hertog.
Prof. Vander Werti' chats wltb Liz Garda,
Class of '85
Students name
Vander Werff
Teacher of Year
Students have picked Professor Lyle
Vander Werff as "Teacher of the
Year", The choice is based on
established criteria, including evidence
of strong commitment to development
of a Christian perspective on the sub-
ject taugbt, excellence in classroom
preparation and presentation, a strong
commitment to the college's philosophy
and to its students,
Antenna
helps teach
languages
A satellite antenna "dish" on the
roof of the Learning Resource Center
will enable students to see and hear
programs in French and Spanish. The
installation was made possible by a
generous gift from K-Products, which
has its national headquarters in Orange
City. The college will have three inputs
from the receiver: one in Van Peursern
Hall, the classroom building; one in the
Learning Resource Center, where
students can do independent study; and
Doe in the Audio Visual Center, where
programs can be tape-recorded for
future use.
Above (left to right): Prof. Ron Takalo of the
Spanish Department, Librarian and Learning
Resource Center Director Art Hielkema and Mr.
Thomas Kohout, President of K·Products
Ten students spend spring break fixing tenement
Ten Northwestern students spent
their spring break fixing abandoned
tenement houses in the Lower East Side
district of Manhattan. They worked on
the same six-story building that former
President Carter helped renovate and
stayed in the same place he lived, the
Metro Baptist Church, which is in a
former tenement not far from Times
Square. The students levelled floors, in-
stalled beams and put up wall frames,
working alongside black and Puerto
Ricans "homesteaders" who will move
into the tenement building when it is
completely renovated.
The project is one of many organiza-
tions by Habitat for Humanity, based in
Georgia. It will sell the building to its
This was the view from the back of the building in wblch Summer Service Project par-
ticipants worked.
occupants, providing low-interest mor-
tgages.
Kevin Brasser, a senior from
Sheboygan Falls, Wisconsin, who led
the student voluteers, recei ved a letter
from Habitat's director in New York, in
which he wrote: "Your group's witness
touched us all warmly and deeply ...
There are times when I question
whether God cares, but this wonder-
ment turns to enlightment when I see
Christ-like folk like you who appear
unsolicited at our door." He told of a
young man to whom Kevin sent a letter
after the group had left New York.
"Your love for Danny was worth
more than all the work on construe-
lion. It was the finest example of the
kind of people God wants us to he
that I have seen in a very long time,"
he wrote.
Dr. Stegenga honored
Dr. Preston Stegenga, former presi-
dent of NW, has been honored by the
West German government. He recieved
a plaque from Dr. Henry Wagner, pro-
fessor of history at California State
University, Sacramento, who
represented the government. Dr.
Stegenga was cited for outstanding sup-
port of cultural and educational ex-
changes. He is now the Director of the
International Center at the University
in Sacramento.
The 1985 Red Raiders softball team
just completed its most successful
season. The Raiders were led by strong
pitching and aggressive defense. Timely
hitting also played an important role in
their success throughout the season.
This season '5 schedule was the toughest
ever played by a Red Raider softball
team. They established a new season
record by winning 21 games, which
breaks the old record of 20 wins
established by the 1981 team.
Playing for the NAJA Distrcit 15
Championship was one of many
highlights. Finishing second to a good
Grand View ball club was a disappoint-
ment for the young squad, but they
gained much needed playoff ex-
perience. The Raiders also won three
tournaments including the NW Invita-
tional, the Augustana Tournament and
the subdistrict tournament, which was
held in Sioux City. Winning a second
consecutive Io-Kota Conference Cham-
pionship with a 7-1 record was a great
accomplishment. The season started on
the right foot with a 6-3 victory over
Buena Vista, the 1984 NCAA III na-
tional champions.
Playing tough Iowa State, although
losing 1-0, 6-1, was an indication of the
potential this young ball club has.
In the pitching department, the
Raiders were led by two freshmen and
a sophomore. Cindy Clark, the only
veteran on the team, had an excellent
year, with a 7-2 win-loss record and I
save. She pitched 4 shut-outs, with an
ERA of lAO. Freshman all-stater Jill
Pals had an impressive 9-3 record, and
a tough ERA of 1.33.
On offense, the Raiders were led by
all-American candidate Barb Schaaf.
Barb led the team in almost every of-
fensive category. She hit .430, with a
slugging percentage of .763 and an on-
base percentage ofA85. Her single
season record of 40 hits broke the old
record of 34. Barb also led the team in
RBI's, 24; triples, 8; doubles, 6; and
homeruns, 3. She also was successful on
10 out of II base-stealing attempts.
Following Barb was freshman all-
district performer Wendy Stonehocker,
who hit .330 with 3 triples. Sophomore
Ann Walker batted clean-up with a
.276 average, 4 triples and 15 RBI's
which was second on the team. The
Raiders had two unanimous all-
conference choices in Barb Schaaf and
Wendy Stonehocker. Those two, along
with Ann Walker, made the NAIA
District 15 Team. In addition, Linda
Brundeen qualified for honorable men-
tion on the Academic-All American
Team. The 1985 softball season was a
very exciting and interesting year!!.
The Raiders will lose two valuable
seniors, Annette Garcia and Cheryl
Kuntz. Sherri Robinson, All-American
outfielder, will return after foot surgery.
The future looks bright for the Raiders.
The track season has been a suc-
cessful one for the Raider men and
women. The women's squad has shown
steady improvement, and the future
looks bright, as only one senior will be
lost from the squad. High points of the
season were third place finishes in
meets at Wartburg and Dordt against
strong competition. Nine letter winners
will return next year, and recruiting has
gone well for the women's team thus
far.
The men's squad had a very suc-
cessful year. The indoor season resulted
in two meet victories and a second
place finish in the district, and the out-
door season was highly successful. The
Raiders won team titles at Wartburg,
LeMars, Dordt and in the Knight
Relays. This year's squad was very
young, and the potential is very good
for the years ahead. The strength of the
team this season was its overall depth.
We were able to score in basically all
events, and throughout the year showed
improvements in all areas. Bill Gutz in
the high hurdles and Jeff VanderBerg in
the 1500m run qualified for the na-
tionals in Hillsdale, Mich. Only three
seniors will be lost from this year's
squad, so a good nucleus of 18 letter-
man will be returning. Recruiting has
not been completed, but the future
already looks good for the Raider track
team.
The Northwestern College baseball
team finished the regular season with
21 wins and 7 losses. The Raiders also
qualified for the post-season play-offs,
which were played May 9 and 10 in
Des Moines.
A primary contributing factor to the
seasonal sucess was the offense, which
generated a team batting average of
.337 and 7.5 runs a game. Leading them
was senior Todd Gober (Lincoln, il-
linois) with a .585 average, followed by
Jay McKinstrey (Orange City), 437,
James Blake (Sioux City) 378, Jim
Solsma (Hospers), 375, Steve
VanGinkel (Rock Rapids), 349, Doug
VanderSchaaf (Boyden), 340, Todd
Smith (Fairmont, MN), 328, Doug
Ayers (Schaller), 318, and Dick Mulder
(Sioux Center), 309. Blake and
VanGinkel led the team in RBI's with
27, while Smith and Blake each had 4
home runs.
Pitching also proved to be strong as
the 4 starting pitchers combined for a
2.23 E.R.A. Terry Vogelzang (Rock
Valley) had the most wins (5-1),
followed by Jay McKinstrey, 3-0, Arlin
Mouw (Sheldon), 5-2, and Doug Van
Kley (Sanborn), 3-3. Tom Stolen of
Sioux City was 2-0 with 3 saves, work-
ing primarily in relief.
The Raider J.V. Team also had a
successful season, finishing the year
with 8 wins and 1 loss.
The Red Raider wrestling team has
held its 1985 annual awards banquet. It
was a time to reflect, a time to honor,
and a time to dream.
The team reflected on the "sweet and
sour" season. The "sour" being a fair
dual-meet performance of 10 wins and
10 losses. But the "sweet" came to the
NAIA national wrestling championships
at Jamestown, North Dakota, where
Northwestern was honored with an All-
American. Senior and co-captain Dan
Stepleton of Mason City was awarded
the 6th place plaque at 158 lbs. This
was Dan's second All-American honor,
but the first time as a NW wrestler.
Additional team points were scored by
his brother, Tim Stepleton, at 190 lbs.,
who came within one match of placing,
and heavyweight Jody Walsh of
Missouri Valley. Enough points were
earned by Dan, Tim and Jody to make
Northwestern the 28th best NAJA
wrestling team in the country.
The team honored several teammates
they deemed worthy of special recogni-
tion. Dan Stepleton was given the MVP
award. The Outstanding Newcomer
Award was presented to Jeff
Evenhouse. Wayne Jensen was voted
Most Jmproved. The Hustle Award
went to Tim Hejhal. Steve Schrock was
honored with the Service-Above-Self
Award.
.r ....
A "Red Raider Run" raised money for Summer Service Projects.
7 athletes honored; hundreds participate
Each year the Athletic Department
honors athletes. Listed below are the
recipients of the awards presented at
tbe Convocation on April 30:
Vander Stoep Award Patty Olson
Arlyn Mouw
William G. Korver Memorial
Scholarship Sherri Robinson
Jay McKinstrey
Murchison Award ..... Jeff Vander Berg
Christian Women's
Award Annette Garcia
George Dunlop Sportsmanship
Award Todd Meerdink
Nearly 250 students participated in
intercollegiate athletics last year. Here's
a breakdown by sport:
Men
Football 57
Track 27
Basketball 26
Baseball 23
Wrestling 20
Golf 12
Tennis 8
Cross Country 7
Total J80
Women
Track IS
Softball 14
Volleyball 12
Basketball II
Tennis 7
Golf 6
Cross Country I
Total 66
Raiders do well in 9 sports
Congratulations Raiders on these great accomplishments last year:
Football-second in the nation NAJA Division II
Women's Tennis-Io-Kota Conference Champions
Women's Basketball-NAJA Play-offs-District IS
Women's Softball-Io-Kota Conference Champions; NAJA Play-offs-District 15
Men's Track-Team Champions: Wartburg, LeMars, Dordt and the Knight Relays
Volleyball-Qualified for NAJA District IS Finals
Men's Basketball-NW Holiday Tournament Champions
Baseball-NAJA District 15 Play-offs
Wrestling-6 national qualifiers
Alumni News
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Doug Van Berkum, Director Alumni Develop.
ment
Alumni director's
report
It is difficult to believe that it was a
year ago that I walked into this office.
As I reflect on the past year, I am
struck by what I have learned. The
diversity of the job certainly keeps it
interesting. I have found that:
ethere are many interested alumni who
want to maintain contact with North-
western Academy, Junior College and
College.
-reunions at homecoming and com-
mencement are worth working hard on
and expanding.
·we need to market Northwestern to
alumni, friends, prospective students
and foundations.
Our Alumni Scholarship fund is
growing nicely. With funds from the
Gala Auction last fall, contributions
from the reunion classes this spring,
and this year's graduating class, our
fund is now at $25,800. This spring
each of the reunion classes from the
years '15, '20, '25, '30, '35, '40, '45 and
'50 made contributions to the scholar-
ship fund. The class of 1925 leads the
way so far with $1270 contributed.
The recently graduated class of '85
also has committed itself to the scholar-
ship fund and has pledged $225, with
more to come.
We will continue this "class giving"
and will keep track of the amount for
each class. We hope that someday each
class will have their own endowed
scholarship(s).
We had 55 Northwestern Alumni on
campus at commencement time. I know
that with earlier planning next year we
will have an even larger group. The
class of '15, with four living members,
stole the show when three attended the
Heritage Day Luncheon ...75'7o!
To help in marketing Northwestern,
the Alumni Association has produced a
half-hour video tape about the college
entitled "Northwestern in Review",
Donovan Drake, a Senior Communica-
tions Major, has directed the produc-
tion, which is available to chapters and
indi viduals around the country. The
video is on 112" VHS.
In writing reunion classes, I listed for
them how Northwestern is truly on the
move! During the past few years our
pre-med program has successfully
qualified an unusually high percentage
of graduates for acceptance to Medical
Schools. The Drama department has
had a play win regional awards in com-
petition with large state and private
schools. In addition, NW professors
authored three original plays that were
performed for the first time this year.
Our graduates in social work are sought
by many different agencies. The Iowa
Department of Public Instruction en-
dorsed our education department pro-
gram as one of the top three they have
looked at in recent years. In football
the past two years we have been NAJA
Division II National Champions ('83)
and runners-up ('84). That's quality!
We want you to get involved as
Alumni and join with others in enhanc-
ing Northwestern's image.
When foundations consider investing
in a college, they want to know what
percentage of alumni are actively in-
volved with their alma mater. They
definitely react to those numbers!
When your membership letter ar-
rives: "Say Yes to Northwestern."
Pictures
Class of '25
It is great to hear from our readers
after we publish questions and pictures
to stimulate their recollections of NW.
The pictures of the Class of '25 were
identified by: Maria Wood (Hawarden,
IA), Nelson Bonnema (Steen, MN),
Harold Kraai (Orange City, IA), Ernest
Borr (Strasburg, ND) and Anna May
Teusink (Glen Rock, NJ).
The picture from the 1970's was
identified by: Dr. Lars Granberg
(Former President of NW, now residing
in Holland, MI), Denise Watters Van't
Hoff (Friesland, WI), Glenda Bren-
neman (Orange City, IA) and Mary
Ann Anker Pals (South Holland, IL).
NATIONAL ALUMNI BOARD MEMBERS
Term Expiring in 1985
Mary Bezuyen, Hawthorne, NJ
Marvin Boelman, Valley Springs, SD
Gary Bomgaars, Denver, CO
Dale Boone, Orange City, fA
Betty Ferrell, Orange City, IA
Douglas Groen, San Antonio, TX
Carol Schemper, Sheldon, IA
Paul Schneider, Sioux City, IA
Andrea Van Beek, Orange City, IA
Helen Vander Broek (Sec.), Orange City, IA
Judy Van Peursem, Luverne. MN
Linda Van Peursem, Middleton, WI
Term Expiring in 1986
Alfred Aalberts, Orange City, IA
David Bomgaars, Orange City, IA
Scott Dunlop, New Hope, MN
Paula Hettinga, Ontario, CA
Harriet Hulstein, Orange City, IA
Larryl Humme, Frankfort, IL
Leon Koster, Sioux City, IA
Terry Meekma, Orange City, IA
Linda Te Grotenhuis. Orange City, IA
Merrita Tumonong, Grand Rapids, MI
Barbara Van Roekel, Des Moines, IA
Douglas Zylstra, Loveland, CO
Term Expiri.ng in 1987
Helen Beukelman, Kirkland, W A
Gary De Kater, LeMars, IA
Mary Eason, Alton, IA
William Faulkner, Warwick, NY
Kathy King, Tucson, AZ
Arlene Mellema, Aplington, IA
David Raak (V. Pres.), Hospers, IA
Ron Schneider, George, IA
Jan Vander Wal, Manteno, IL
William E. Van Dyke (Pres.), Sioux City, IA
Marilyn Van Engelenhoven (Treas.), Orange
CitY,IA
Richard Van Zyl, Grand Island, NE
Doug Van Berkum (left) talks to Paul Hudson
Paul Hudson, who taught sociology at
NW from 1968 to 1975, stopped by to
visit friends on campus recently. He
told The Classic: "I feel God led me
and my wife to NW. We entered into
the lives and hearts of a host of
students, and we were blessed by the
impact of their lives on us."
After leaving NW, Paul taught at
Elin College and SI. Mary's College,
both of which are near Chapel Hill,
NC. He retired three years ago and
lives in the mountains of Western
North Carolina. He and his wife travel
a lot in their camper and are always
looking up former students. "We'd love
to hear from them if they would like a
visit. They are still a part of our
lives," He said. He can be reached by
writing: Paul Hudson, Banner Elk, NC
28604.
Answers to NW's Trivial Pursuit game
Classes of '36, '60 featured
The 25th Anniversary Class-1960-will be featured at Homecoming, and
the Class of 1936 will be featured in the Spring.
Make your plans now to attend! Make a few phone calls to your classmates
and wbip up some enthusiasm. If you would be willing to write a letter to your
classmates (we will send it from Orange City), please call or write Doug Van
Berkum at the Alumni Office.
NW's version of trivial pursuit was:
I. of little interest
2. too difficult
3. the reward for correct answers not
enticing enough
4. all of the above
Whatever your answer to this quiz we thought
you would be interested in our attempt at the cor-
rect answers to the Trivial Pursuit game in the
previous issue. Here they are:
1. 1982
2. Ray Van Pelt-fonner Academy-jC basket-
ball coach
3. 316 were enrolled
4. 1961
5. All recipients of honorary degrees from
NWC
6. Not counting a couple of acting Presidents
there were five: Dr. Preston Stegenga, Dr. Lars
Granberg, Virgil Rowenhorst, Dr. Friedheim
Radandt, and Dr. lim Bultman
7. It is in the private studio of NW art pro-
fessor, John Kaericher. (John informs us he ob-
tained it with the permission of the college
chaplain.)
8. On Northwestern's campus where the NW
Homecom1ng-1985
Classes of
Channel 3 cable TV studio is now located, i.e., in
the basement of the science and math wing of
Van Peursem Hall.
9. Kelvin Korver with the Oakland Raiders
10. It was a Freshman initiation court compos-
ed of various faculty from year to year in the
1960's. Penalties were benign, but very silly, ac-
cording to a former faculty judge.
II. Three-1953, 1973 and 1983
12. Larry Korver
13. Six: Gerald De long, Thomas Ten Hoeve,
Roy Wilbee, Friedheim Radandt, Edward Ericson,
and Harold Heie.
14. 1971
15. East of the "Northwestern College" sign
and north of Zwemer Hall
16. In the basement of Dykstra Hall.
17. The Art Department
18. Both are Romanesque Revival architecture.
The latter indirectly influencing the second.
19. According to old timers, the campus area
where the gymnasium is located was once a pond.
20. The current chapel is the site of the old
gym.
21. Prof. Hoskins' office was once the faculty
women's lounge
Commencemenl-1986
Classes of
Homecoming-1986
Classes of
1980
1975
1970
1965
1960
1955
1951
1946
1941
1936
1931
1926
1921
1916
1911
1981
1976
1971
1966
1961
1956
22. The campus south of Highway 10 is in
Nassau Township; Holland Township is north of
the highway
23. They were both former roller skating rinks
24. The main campus cafeterias have been in
the basement of Colen brander Hall, Heemstra
Hall and in the present location in Fern Smith
Hall.
25. In I%3 when Ramaker library opened with
its Dutch Heritage Room.
26. Music and Art Departments
27. Three in 1963 and 34 in 1984
28. We were told famed Indian artist Oscar
Howe held his last college gallery show before his
death at Northwestern College,
29. The Alumni Garden was designed by
Dorothy Van Eck
30. Syl Scorza, George De Vries, Harold Ham-
merstrom, Herb Ritsema, Phil Patton, Virg
Muilenburg, Wm. Kennedy, Ben Wiese, John
Kaericher, Keith Hoskins, Rod Jiskoot and Gor-
don Brumels all have served as full time pro-
fessors for twenty years or more, as of May, 1985.
31. Two-Granberg in Norway and Radandt in
Germany.
32. ALIGNED LANDSCAPE by Mac
Homecker of Buena Vista College
33.? ? ?
34. Bill Lovelady
35. Northwestern Nassau College of Orange
36. One-theora England Willcox. None. "
37. Northwestern's first TV station broadcasts
from its studio in Van Peursem Hall and reaches
cable subscribers in Orange City and Alton.
38. Beverly Pennings Vermeer
39. Bernadette Kramer, Floyd Valley art in-
structor
40. The old college bus was dubbed the
"Gospel Express" because it hauled college
students to church services on Sundays and other
places on other days.
41. Keith Hoskins and Barbara Hoskins Turn-
wall
42. John Stapert
43. Below the currrent chapel; it is now the
Learning Resource Center
44. A precursor of the BEACON (the college
newspaper)
45. Answer unknown. We solicit your answers.
"God's hand was in this all the way"
Here is another story of a NW
merger. AL LAIRD (82 ') and LISA
OOLMAN ('82) were married in June
of 1985 and are moving to Appleton,
WI where AI will do his three years of
Family Practice Residence and Lisa will
be hoping to find a teaching job.
Al and Lisa wrote us a wonderful let-
ter. Here it is:
Our story begins even before college.
True, we weren't from the same town.
We didn't even know each other prior
to going to college. But even then OUf
lives were being influenced to bring us
together. How much is predestination
and how much is freewill in this life,
I'm never quite sure (guess I'm not a
good Calvinist), but I can't help but
feel God's hand was in this all the way.
Lisa and I found ourselves in our
high schools to be exactly what we
didn't want to be: Lisa, a bit less
popular and overweight than she
wanted to be; me, less handsome, less
robust and with far more zits than I
wanted. As much as we disliked our
delegated position on the social strata
of our high school class, it wasn't easy
to leave for college. Of course, the last
thing anybody wants to do is go to col-
lege in their hometown, and so Lisa
was off to Oral Roberts University
-vme, well it looked like Buena Vista at
my parents insistence; but then a
miracle occurred and my iron-willed
father reversed his decision about BV.
Two weeks later I was enrolled at NW
and going out for the football team.
Good grief! Wimpy me playing for Bub
Korver! Anyway, Lisa found some
things hard to swallow at ORU: the tui-
tion and the theology. Meanwhile, I
found NW to be a college where God
and knowledge are not considered
mutually exclusive, and there are many
continued on next page
Palsmas set 20-year tradition
For more than twenty years the name
of Palsma has been in the directory at
Northwestern College. We are sure that
there are many other families that have
a long tradition at Northwestern.
Academy, Junior College, or College.
We would like to hear from them. Here
is the first story of such a family, The
Palsma's:
In September of 1964, Jean, the
daughter of Dave and Dena Palsma,
entered NW. She is now the wife of
Rev. Leland Foreman of Fremont, NE.
Before Jean graduated, her cousin,
Class of '85 share plans
at Alum Association dinner
The Alumni Association has always
sponsored a senior Bar-B-Q, but this
year, working in conjunction with a
committee of seniors, a dinner was held
for all seniors and faculty.
Kevin FlIber ('85) emceed program
The Thursday night before gradua-
tion seemed to be an ideal time for the
dinner because exams were finished and
there were few other college events tak-
ing place.
Kevin Fischer ('85) served as emcee
of a short program that included
remarks by Dr. Friedheim Radandt and
faculty member, Dave Mulder. Each
senior in attendance told what he or she
was going to do after graduation. Kevin
Brasser ('85) presented the Class of '85
Scholarship proposal, and Doug Van
Berkum ('62) handed out 15 door prizes
and made comments regarding the
Alumni Association. Special mention
was made of the chapters that are being
formed around the country.
The evening concluded with the sing-
ing of the Alma Mater.
Many thanks to the senior commit-
tee: Kevin Fischer, Sandi Boer, Dawn
Hoskins, Laura Izenbart and Arlyn
Mouw.
Glenda, began studying at NW. Glenda
is the daughter of John and Thelma
Palsma of Springfield, SD. She is now
Mrs. Loyal Meech of Minneapolis, MN.
While Glenda was still walking the
hallowed halls of NW, Paul, another of
Dave and Dena's children, arrived. He
is now the mill manager at the Carnes
elevator. The third of their children,
Nolan, enrolled; he and his wife are
now the pastors of the Pequannock and
Preakness Reformed Churches in
Wayne, NJ. Before Nolan graduated,
his cousin Janell, the daughter of John
and Thelma, entered. She is now work-
ing for an insurance company in Min-
neapolis. Just a year later, Lois,
daughter of Dave and Dena, enrolled.
She is now Mrs. Kent Van Roekel of
Storm Lake, and is the organist at the
Methodist Church.
Before Janelle graduated, Lisa the
daughter of Joyce and Chuck Mulder of
Ireton, became Mrs. Paul Palsma, She
was graduated in May of 1985.
The National Alumni Board will
hold its annual meeting on Thurs.,
Fri., and Sat., November 7, 8 and
9, 1985.
Attention Chicago Area Alumni
Circle September 12 NOW on your
calendar to remind you about the initial
meeting of the Chicago land Chapter.
fine friends to be found. Lisa returned
to attend NW the second semester of
her freshman year, which was the se-
cond semester of my sophmore year.
Believe it or not, lowe my happiness
to my sneaky roommate Dale De long.
Yes sir! He told me this new girl on
campus was interested in me. Now, I
was usually able to find a date, but
calling the girl was a pretty traumatic
experience-vsweaty palms and the
works! I had enough turn-downs to
know that the old saying, "The worst
thing that can happen is she will say
"no," isn't true: they can laughll!l It
was not until the evening that Lisa
visited my room (during open dorms, of
course!), that I believed my roommate.
I remember that evening, Lisa came to
my room with a friend, and I and my
other roommate, Curt Busch (who did a
lot to further my Christian walk), talk-
Seating chart
leads to marriage
I wonder how many of us had
dates or met our mates as a result of
the old seating chart in chapel? It
certainly was true for BRIAN COT-
TRELL (80') and Cathy COSGROVE
(80'). They write:
We first met in chapel the se-
cond semester nf the 76-77 school
year. As assigned seating was still
in force it took a couple of months
and help from my roommate to get
us together outside of chapel. We
continued dating through our four
years at NW and were married in
August of 1980.
Was this marriage predestined?
We don't know but it certainly was
"made in chapel".
ed with them while I built a to-scale
model of a DNA helix (real romantic).
As I was to find out much later, Lisa
had come to visit for an unrelated
reason and wasn't the least bit in-
terested in me, but that "coincidence"
of timing was enough to get my
courage up, and the next week we were
dating. Things went well--Lisa was in
elementary ed and I was in pre-med,
which meant a lot of Friday and Satur-
day nights spent studying. Lisa never
complained (well almost never). We
had our ups and downs, with breakups
and getting back together.
Things came to a bead in my junior
summer. I had been accepted at
medical school and planned to take my
senior hours at U of I med school. Lisa
and I were to be married that
Christmas (never told you about that
did we Mom and Dad?). But, when
Lisa returned from two months on the
mission field, she had different ideas.
We broke-up two days after her return,
both saying, "If God ordains it, we will
be back together"; both thinking, "This
is the last person I could marry."
Neither of us was any more happy with
ourself then when we left high school.
In the interim, God put us in far dif-
ferent circumstances. Lisa graduated a
year early from college and went to
Papua, New Guinea, as a teacher. I was
in medical school, learning what the
real world of medicine was like. During
these times, the Lord taught each of us
much about tolerance, loving others,
loneliness, and about the logs in our
eyes which needed removing before we
took out anybody elses speck of dust.
Lisa returned to the US near the end
of my junior year of med school, when
my school work began to lighten. We
had had very little contact with each
other, but we were anxious to see each
other-vmainly to show each other how
well we were doing without the other
person, and how miserable life had
been to each of us.
This time it was Lisa who went out
on a limb and talked about our dating
again--and although it took me six
months to "wake-up and smell the cof-
fee," we did get back together. One
month after we started dating again we
were engaged, and, by the Lord's good
planning, we have been able to spend a
very good amount of time together,
although most of my classes were
scheduled by "random" computer
choice prior to our getting engaged. In-
deed, the Lord has been faithful and
brought us back together, even though
our trust had not been fully put in Him
to do so. And things were and are dif-
ferent this time. I found that other half
of me I was aching for. I still have zits
and am less handsome and less
muscular than I'd like to be. But it
doesn't matter! My happiness is in
cherishing the girl I love and trusting in
God's goodness--those things that had
made such a big difference before
melted away when viewed through
Christ's eyes.
Now, some might suggest that all this
was simply chance, that we are marry-
ing because we were in the right place
We are not giving up. If you didn't
feel like writing about how you met
at NW, how about a picture of you
and your mate while you were court-
ing on campus? Mail to:
Doug Van Berkum,
Alumni Office,
Northwestern College,
Orange City, IA 51041
at the right time with the right emo-
tional circumstance. Even though it
took a change in Lisa's missionary
work, "random" computer assignment
to schedule me in NW Iowa when Lisa
was home and a thousand other small
miracles to get us to see and talk to
each other again, it could still be just
chance and free will. But, if that is the
truth, please don't enlighten me, as I'm
perfectly happy and soundly sure that it
was God's hand!
Oh yes, we've got hurdles to jump
and valleys to cross. We aren't married
yet; that happens June 15, 1985. We
have to move to a new city as I start
residency and find Lisa a new job
there. We have yet to have our first
good knock-down, drag-out fight and
learn how to apologize for more than
just a few sort-tempered words. We
have to learn how to live together and
make those forever vows a reality. But,
with the grace God has already sup-
plied, the promises in His Word, and
His love and guidance for both of us, I
know that in Him and together we can
jump and cross and walk and run side
by side the race set before us to its end.
May God's grace also be your refuge
and strength,
Sincerely,
Al Laird and Lisa Oolman
Marriages
CINDY ALSUM ('81) and Alan De Vries-
Friesland, WI
JAIMIE BEERS ('79) and Richard Shaffer
Jr.-Storm Lake. fA
NANCY BOUWER ('86) and KENT
HOSKINS {'84)-lowa City, IA
DAWN BUCHHOLZ ('81) and Mark Tamboli-
Kirkwood, MO
JULIE BURT ('83) and Rick Taves-Santa
Cruz, CA
RAMONA DEAL ('79) and Carl Westling-
Algona, fA
LAURIE BETH DE JONG ('84) and
ROBERT BOUWER-Holland, MI
FRANK DE VRIES JR. ('83) and Jan
Sorensen-Sioux Falls, SO
KRISLYN DUISTERMARS ('81) and Bob
McCarthy-Avoca,IA
DEB FABER ('85) and SCOTT VAN BUREN
('87)-Orange City, fA
GARY HARMELINK ('83) and Joni Dykstra-
Sioux Falls,SD
GLENDA HULSHOF ('82) and Randy Van
wyhe-Hawarden, IA
SUSAN JONES ('81) and Russell Smith-
Urbana.H,
CHERYL LANDHUIS ('84) and Peter
Southard-Des Moines, IA
NAN KAMPHUIS ('83) and Rob Minster-
Sheboygan Falls, WI
LORI KOERSELMAN ('S2) and Tom
Cutsinger-Shelden, IA
KARLA KOOL ('SI) and Steve Reiners-Sioux
City,IA
DEB KUIPER ('84) and STEVE LOCKER
('S5)-Iowa City, IA
CHERYL LAUER ('SI) and Tim Peirson-
Chula Vista, CA
KAE LOVERINK ('S4) and Randy Birchard-
Spencer,IA
JOHN McCARTHY ('82) and Janet Bengtson-
Wheeling,IL
SANDY SCHRAM ('S2) and Ron Kropf-
Graettinger,IA
STEVE SCHWANDER ('84) and Linda
Bechtel-New Brunswick, NJ
RANDALL SMITH ('83) and Polly
Bennyhoff-Irving, TX
DORIS SYMENS ('6S) and Gene Armstrong-
Mobridge, SO
CINDY TEN HAKEN ('SI) and Kirk Welte-
Anthon,IA
MIKE VAN BERKUM ('S4) and Dona
Warntjes-Sioux City, IA
DAVID VANDER AARDE ('82) and ERIN
BOHN ('S2)-Danville, IL
GAIL VANDER SCHAAF ('84) and Arlan
Van Grouw-Orange City, IA
DEAN VAN DE WEGE ('77) and Jane
Caehel-Denver, CO
VONNA VAN PARYS ('S2) and Phillip Wals-
Waseca, MN
CAROL JOYCE WYBENGA ('S4) and Luis
F. Garza Jr.-Grant, MI
JEFFREY FOSTER ('84) and Mary Sheehan-
Watertown, SD
MARSHA VANDER LEE ('S4) and Mark
Wynja-Melvin, IA
Births
Remember any alumnus who writes or
calls the Alumni Office with a birth an-
nouncement automatically receives a
"Big Red" T-shirt for their child. Be
sure to include the year of graduation
for one or both parents when reporting
your new arrivaL
With Agnes Steunenberg's help, we
get some of our announcements out of
the local papers. However, to get the
T-shirt, please send us an announce-
ment.
BRUCE ('74) and BARBARA (HEYMAN
'75) ALDERINK Daughter - Sarah Marie, joins
Matthew Jacob
MICHAEL ('74) and Kathryn ARNDT
Daughter - Elizabeth Anne
Marvin and SUE (GIBSON '7S) ARNOLD
Daughter - Emily Marie
ED ('73) and Kim ARONSON Son - Clifford
Robert by adoption
P. KIM ('80) and LISBETH (ARNELL '82)
BACK Son - Peter Marshall, joins Jessica Louise
DONALD ('84) and Angela Joy BACON
Son - Donald Hardison
Kenneth and LEANNE (PETERSON '74)
Bailey Son - Paul Kenneth by adoption
GEORGE D. ('S2) and Betty BEDNAR
Son -Brian
DAVE ('83) and Ruth BENES
Daughter - Nichole Marie
Terry and KAREN ('SI) Bloemker
Daughter - Krystal
STEVEN ('81) and JODELL (BOSMA '82)
BOLDA Son - Thomas Jay, joins Kristin Kae
Tom L. and LAURA (SMIT '78) Bonestroo
Daughter - Jodi Kaye
LOWELL ('72) and GLENDA (NIBBELINK
'72) BONNEMA Son - Dustin Scott, joins
Heather and Jason
DAVID ('76) and Carolyn BOOGERD
Daughter - Katrina
Mr. and Mrs. EVERETT D. BOSCH ('71)
Daughter - Krista Marie
MYRA (DE JONG '73) BOWMAN
Daughter - Jill Marie, joins Ryan
STEPHEN ('79 & '84) and NANETTE (BEN-
SON 'SI) BRANCH Son - Matthew Robert
COLLEEN KAY (ROSENBOOM '79)
BRENNEMAN Daughter - Candice Noelle, joins
Neal, RachelIe, and Kalie
DARRICK ('79) and KARMEN (HOWLIN
'S2) BROWN Son - Dirk James
Paul and JULIE (LENSINK 'SI) Camp
Daughter - Cara Ann
Greg and LORI (HOEKMAN '84) Carlson
Daughter - Heather Dawn
Jim and GLORIA (VANDER LAAN '73)
Clark Daughter - Heather Kathryn
Steve and CINDY (CHRISTIANSON '79)
Connell Son - Paul Joseph, joins Steven and
Peter
EVAN ('69) and LINDA (VERMEER '69)
DE BOER Daughter - Stephanie Linn
Dennis and DEBORAH (DUNLOP '78) De
Haan Daughter - Jessica Louise
EDWARD ('76) and Nancy DE LEEUW
Son - Nicholas Paul
CARLA (HETTINGA '78) DE VRIES
Son - Case Jacob, Allison and Evelyn
JOHN ('79) and Kay DE WALL
Daughter - Carrie
DAVE ('80) and BEV ('77) DE YOUNGE Son
- Mark Daniel, joins Sara and Ryan
KARL ('7S) and Amy DORR
Daughter - Katie Elizabeth, joins Allison,
Michael, and Sarah
MARK ('78) and BARBARA (HUBERS '76)
DRAKE Daughter - Margo Helen, joins Andrew
and John
Mrs. JANET (BIERMA '82) Drewes
Son - Christopher David, joins Jennie Elisa
GARY ('79) and LEA (MOUW '80) EADE
Son - Christopher, joins Nicholas
Chuck and LANAN (CULP 'SI) Fauskee
Daughter - Jessica, joins Chad
LEON ('70) and Harriet FIKSE
Son - Brett Douglas, joins Ryan and Wade
RODNEY ('84) and Sachiko FRIESE
Daughter - Cynthia
EVY (VERMEER '71) Gibbons
Son - Travis Rolan
BRADLEY ('82) and PATTI ('83) GOULD
Daughter - Melissa
Todd and LORI (HARER '84) Graf
Daughter - Amy Jean
Mark and PATRICIA (DUNDERI '79) Grelson
Daughter - Anna Patricia
Mr. and Mrs. JOHN ('70) HAACK
Son? Daughter? - Kelly Jean
Harv and BRENDA (EKDOM '77) Hartig
Son - Charles Stephen
Greg and LAURA (VAN OMMEREN 'S3)
Haverdink Son - Aaron
DAVID ('74) and MIRIAM (KORVER '74)
HECTOR Son - Craig David
John and DEB (DU BOIS '83) Hegstrom
Son - Paul Emil
Mr. and Mrs. CALVIN ('SI) HELMUS
Son - Jason Dale
CYNTHIA (MEYER '73) Hennings
Daughter - Pamela Kay, adopted from Seoul,
Korea
MIKE ('76) and Jolene HILBRANDS
Son ~ Nathan William, joins Kristina
CAROL (BLANKERS '77) Hintermeister
Daughter - Emi, joins Lea
DEAN ('80) and JUDY (LUNDT '79)
HOOGEVEEN Daughter + Angie Jo
JOEL ('S3) and Sheila HOOGEVEEN
Son - Andrew Jay
THOMAS ('79) and Lou Ann HOSKINS
Son - Nathan Lee
Harry and SUZANNE (CLEVELAND '76)
Hueske Son - Bradford Adam
Mr. and Mrs. RICHARD ('74) HUP
Son - Daniel Lee
Tommy and RACHEL (HUITINK '75) Jacks
Son - Terry James
BENNIS ('69) and Janice JANS
Son - Brian James
Bill and NANCY (HIBMA '79) Jepsen
Son - Daniel, joins Matthew
ERIC ('83) and JAN (SNIDER '82)
JOHNSON Daughter - Chelsea
David and GWEN (HALL '82) Johnson
Daughter - Sarah Lydia
REV. KENNETH ('76) and Patty JONGEL·
ING Son - Mathew
RENITA (TE SLAA '80) Kahlstorf
Daughter - Danielle Lynn
Brad and JAN (SIEFKEN '78) Kamies
Daughter - Amy Lynn, joins Beth Marie
Thomas and NORINE (DIRKSE '76)
Katsma Son - Nathan, joins Heath
Mr. and Mrs. TERRY ('82) KOELE
Son - Jason Ross
DARRELL ('74) and DEB ('74) KOOPMANS
Daughter - Leah Beth
DON ('72) and Marilyn (Van Till) KORVER
Son - Bradley Jay
SUE (SCHUTTE '73) KORVER
Son - T.J.
DEBRA (PENNINGS '79) Kosters
Daughter - Anna Jo
DALE ('82) and Ruth LANDEGENT
Son - Titus Elliot
STEPHEN SCOTT ('77) and Henrietta
OVEREEM Daughter - Julie Marie
Arlen and CARLA (PENNINGS '77) Leinart
Daughter - Megan Francene
SANDRA (FORBES '78) Lewis
Daughter + Amanda, joins Marion
RONALD ('78) LUDWIG
Son - Joshua
MARY (KRUSE '81) and LYLE ('81) LUN·
DGREN Son - Andrew James
STEPHEN ('78) and Ruth MACCHIA Son
-Nathan Stephen
Bill and DORIE (VANDE ZANDE '74)
Mayes Daughter - Lydia Michelle, joins Aaron
and Kyle
DALE ('73) and Jodie McDONOUGH
Son - Ryan Dale
KEN ('74) and KATHY (BONNECROY '73)
MEENDERING Daughter - Angela Beth
Larry and KIMBERLY (ROBBINS '81) Miles
Daughter - Rebekah Gail, joins Lawrence Alan, II
PHIL ('78) and JULIE (GREVING '80)
MOSS Son - Zachary Philip
RANDY ('77) and DEBRA (HOOGEVEEN
'80) MOUW Daughter - Amy Melissa Mouw
RUSSELL P. ('83) and Marina MYERS
Daughter - Stephanie Sue
BOB ('77) and Mary NELSON
Son - Cory, joins Beth
MICHAEL ('79 & '80) and Rebecca
NEWMAN Son - Stephen John
James Patrick and NANUET M. (SCHENCK
'83) O'Halloran Son - Brett Patrick
COLLEEN (VENHUIZEN '76) Palmer
Daughter - Jill
CARVELL ('78) and SANDRA (RICHTER
'76) PEARSON Son - Andrew Steven
CINDY (CADWELL '82) Peterson
Son - Joshua David
NANCY (WESTER '79) Peterson
Son - Ross Andrew
Me. and Mrs. DAVID ('74) POPPEN
Daughter - Amber Marie
GRETA (DE JONG '73) Postma
Daughter - Rebecca Sue
KEVIN ('78) and ST ARLA (DEN HARTOG
'79) POTTORFF Daughter - Jessica Star
Glenda (Jengerfus) Brenneman, aUI of '68,
loaned us her- daughter, Elizabeth, to model the
T-shirt thai we send to all alumni who send us
a birth announcement.
EUGENE ('82) and MARGENE
(GAALSWYK '82) RAAK Daughter - Rebecca
Grace
JUDITH (RAAK '68) HEUWINKEL
Son - Jeffrey Raak
Dennis and JEANNE (SOHN '80) Redel
Daughter - Brandi Leigh
Ed and NYLENE (PRUIS '71) Nol
Son - Douglas
JOLENE (DE GROOT '82) Reekers
Son - Scott Andrew
Dr. and Mrs. DAVID ('73) REINKE
Son - Blake David, joins Heath and Lance
Me. and Mrs. GARY M. ('79) RENSINK
Son - Michael Drew
ROBERT ('68) and PAT (BLOCK '68)
REYNEN Daughter - Elizabeth Jayne, joins Susi,
Tricia and Greg
DIANE (SNYDER '76) Ricart
Daughter - Shana Noelle, joins Seth Daniel
ALAN ('82) and Kristi RITCHIE
Son - Kyle Douglas
KENRIC ('78) and Karen SCHEEVEL
Son - Brandon James
HAROLD ('68) and Wilhelmina SCHELLING
Daughter - Joan Rose
CLARYCE (VAN ROEKEL '76)
Schuiteman Son - Chad Arthur, joins Corey and
Craig
MARLENE (RAAK '71) Schuur
Son - Dustin John
CAROLYN (KAMPMAN '76) Sheckler
Son - Ryan Derrick, joins Riley Daniel
Milt and SHERI (GLEASON '79) Sikkema
Daughter - Laura Ann
REGINALD F.. ('79) and KATHLEEN
(CROCKER '82) SMIDT Son - Benjamin Warner
CHRISTOPHER ('83) and BARB (EMER-
SON '83) SMITH Daughter - Katherine Elizabeth
Captain Steven R. and JANNA (DYKSTRA
'77) Smith Son - Alexander Dareyl
ROGER ('76) and CAROL ('76) STOCK
Son - Aaron David, joins Neal
Melvin and HEIDI (DAVIS '78) Southwell
Son - Scott Melvin, joins Stephanie, Sonne, Lynn
TOM ('82) and LAVON (STOCK '78) TAN-
NER Son - Cole Elliott
Derk and JOAN (VAN ESSEN '84) te Bokkel
Son - John Derek, joins Angelina Joan
JEFF ('79) and MARY (HEINSOHN '78)
TIMMER Daughter + Rachel Lynn
TERRI (ANDERSON '81) Tjaden
Son - Adam Brock
DOUG ('79) and DANAE (HARMS '80)
T JEERDSMA Son - Scott, joins Adam
JOHN ('74) and Jincy TROTTER
Daughter - Katy Jane, joins Jackson
TERRY ('78) and KATHY (VERDOORN
'79) VAN BERKUM Daughter - Abbey Jo, joins
Sean and Nick
Larry and BONNIE (DE BOER '80) Vander
Ley Son - Luke Elliot
John and MARY LOUISE (WESTSTEYN
'83) Vander Meulen Daughter - Erika Marie
DAVID ('82) and BETH ('82) VANDER
WERFF Son - Andrew David
Larry and MINERVA (BOOGERD '82) Van
Ginkel Daughter - Jodi Nichole, joins Libby
Dawn
DR. DAVID L. ('77) and JANE (TE
GROTENHUIS '77) VAN GORP Son - Paul
Henry
WAYNE ('74) and Priscilla VAN
HEUVELEN Son - Matthew Wayne
MARLO ('82) and SUSAN (DALMAN '83)
VAN PEURSEM Daughter - Amara Lynne
PAUL ('76) and ANN (AASVED '78) VAN
RHEENEN Son - Timothy Joel
VERLYN ('80) and Jan VAN RIESSEN
Daughter - Candice Joy, joins Chad Michael
MARK ('77) and Miriam VELLINGA
Son - Tyler, joins Brittany and Abby
NANETTE (POPPEN '78) VENHUIZEN
Son - Tony
William and JUDY (ENGELTJES '72)
Vlietstra Daughter - Amber Joy, joins Griffin
and Curt
DREW ('72) and JEAN (TALLMAN '75)
VOGEL Daughter - Meika Marie, by adoption
Jonathan and KAREN (DE JONG '75) Walker
Daughter - Anne Elizabeth
WAYNE ('79) and Diane WESTENBERG
Daughter - Kristin Beth
Bruce and RUTH (KNOCK '74) Westling
Daughter - Tena Marie
DIANE (GERNHART '75) Wheeler
Son - Stephen Keith, joins Jessica and Rebecca
DIANNE (SCHOLTEN '75) White
Daughter - Sarah Marie, joins Melissa
Rev. BRUCE ('75) and NAOMI (HIEMSTRA
'75) WILTERDINK Daughter - Jessica Kay, by
adoption
EARL ('78) and KAREN (DE BOER '79)
WOUDSTRA Son - Brady Jay, joins Brandon
and Jaime
JIM ('74) and JOANN (ARENTSEN '74)
WOUDSTRA Daughter - Larae Joy
Cor-rection: When reporting the birth of Ken
and Lisa (Meendering) Van Kekerix's baby we
failed to acknowledge that both were graduates of
NW. Lisa is a 1983 graduate and teaches third
grade in the Orange City Christian School.
Good news for taxpayers
using the IRS short form
Starting this year, taxpayers who use
the "short form" can deduct 50070of
their charitable contributions from their
income tax. This is a huge increase
over the amount short-form users could
deduct last year. In I 985 they can
If you use the short
form and if your In 1984 you could In 1985 you can
total annual chari- have deducted the deduct the following
table contributions are: following amount: amount:
$ 300 $75 $ 150
$ 400 $75 $ 200
$ 500 $75 $ 250
$ 600 $75 $ 300
$1,000 $75 $ 500
$2,000 $75 $1,000
$3,000 $75 $1,500
$4,000 $75 $2,000
Taxpayers who use the "long form" can still deduct from their income tax
the total amount of their contributions. PLEASE GIVE GENEROUSLY!
deduct five, ten, twenty, even thirty
times as much as last year!
If you use the short form, here is
how your charitable deductions can in-
crease in 1985:
Deaths
MARY (VAN BUREN '82) CARLSON of
Fort Dodge, Iowa, formerly of Roseland, Min-
nesota, died Friday May 17, 1985 in a traffic ac-
cident near Humboldt, Iowa.
Mary was born in Willmar, Minnesota and
graduated from the Danube High School in 1978.
Mary and Tim Carlson were married in 1981 and
moved to Iowa City, lA, where Mary worked as a
manager for Maurices. In June of 1984, Mary and
Tim moved to Fort Dodge where Mary was
employed by Norwest Banks in the personnel
department until her death. Mary, is survived by
her husband, Tim Carlson of Fort Dodge, IA; her
parents, Albert and Marilyn Van Buren of
Roseland, MN; one sister, Deborah Erickson of
Willmar, MN; and one brother, Scott Van Buren
of Orange City, IA.
WARREN E. BRINK ('28) passed away in
February of 1983 in Muskegon, MI.
ADRIAN DE BOOM ('20) died at the age of
86 at the hospital in Owosso, MI on February 23,
1985. Mr. De Boom was a history and govern-
ment teacher at Owosso High School for 31 years.
He also served in the State Legislature for 10
years. After attending NW Classical Academy,
Adrian was graduated from Hope College and did
post graduate work at Harvard University.
Survivors include his wife, Myrtle; two sons,
Edward and Frederick; two daughters, Alice Mor-
ris and Florence Wiseman; 17 grandchildren; and
7 great-grandchildren.
CORNELIUS HUBERS ('24) of Fairmont,
MN passed away in 1980.
WILFRED BAJEMA ('52) of Morrison, IL
passed away on September 4, 1982.
REV. PETE~ MUYSKENS ('30) of Grand-
ville, MI went to be with his Lord on December
27, 1984. His congregation pays respect to him
with the following tribute:
To those of us who knew him for many years,
we realized he was a true friend, honest, a hard
worker and highly regarded by family and friends.
We pay tribute to him as a servant. Rev.
Muyskens was a faithful servant 10 all the chur-
ches served by him. He was always mindful of
the commitment he made to God at an early age.
He was active and faithful in the various commit-
tees and classis of his denomination. In his
pastoral relationships he was there when people
needed him, ready to give God the glory.
We thank our God for his walk. in life as a
special friend. Not only was he friendly toward
those he met, but was a very special friend as
Jesus mentioned in John's gospel. (John 15:15)
We thank our God for a great man, a servant
and a friend.
DR. FRANK VERBRUGGE ('32) died in the
University of Minnesota Hospital, Minneapolis,
on January 15, 1985. Dr. Verbrugge went on to
Calvin College upon his graduation from NW
Junior College. He received his Ph.D. from the
University of Missouri, Columbia, in 1942. He
retired in 1983 as the Director of University
Computer Services and Professor of Physics,
University of Minnesota. Dr. Verbrugge served as
a member of many professional organizations in-
cluding a term as President of the American
Association of Physics Teachers. He was also
responsible for publishing at least 10 research
papers and reports in professional journals.
He is survived by his wife, Cora Helen and
four children: Anne Louise, Lois Marie, Robert
Roelofs and Martha Helen.
Michigan alums organize
Michigan alumni held an organiza-
tion meeting in Holland on the Satur-
day of Tulip Time, May 18, 1985.
Alumni representative Merrita
Tumonong reports that approximately
60 alumni, spouses, and children
assembled at Alan ('70) and Mary
(Bogaard '72) Hofland's church in
Holland. Parking space was provided in
the church parking lot, and seating
space was reserved in front of the par-
sonage. The group watched the parade
and then met to hear about NW and
brain storm ideas for future meetings.
Plans are being made for this to
become an annual event.
The newly organized steering corn-
mittee includes:
Alan & Mary Hofland
Doris (Mellema '72) and Larry ('74)
Kuipers
Mary White ('69)
Tom Deurloo ('71)
Merrita Tumonong ('71)
Class Notes
CLASS OF '15
Ruth Dykstra Rozeboom and Bernard Ryer
Rozeboom of Rock Rapids, IA, have a new great-
grandson; they now have four grandchildren.
CLASS OF '22
Rev. J.F. Schortinghuis is now living in Sioux.
Center,lA.
Rev. Marlon PeDDblp of Grand. Ravea, MIch.,
is looking weD. He Is also looking forward to
1987, when his class wiD hold Its 65th reunion.
(con,lnllfllon nul page)
It was difficult to get NW Alums to
sit still for two minutes so we could
snap their pictures. but we did get most
of the classes of '35 and '40 to pose for
Tbe Classic.
Class of '35: (back row, I-f) Mildred (De Jager) Schoep, Edna (Vander Schaaf) Boersma, Viola
(Schuller) Vande Lune: (front row, l-r) Grace (Sneller) De Boer, John Starkenburg, Edna Schut
Class of '40: (back row, l-r) Gerald Den Herder, Everette Franken, Nelvina (Van Es) Zicafoose, An-
na (Hibma) Schaap, Gertrude (De Zeeuw) Punt, Marcia (Boone) Vis, Marjorie (Hospers) Weeks;
(front row, l-r) Dorothy (Poppen) Bomgaars, Leona (Hibma) Frohardt, Ann (Schaep) Groen,
Genevieve (Slothouber) Mouw. Pearl (Herwynen) Kuyper.
CLASS OF '24
Ernest O. Borr. of Strasburg, ND, is the mayor
of that city.
Suisun School District. She continues 10 give
private tutoring.
Pleun De Zeeuw, of El Paso, TX, is retired.
Esther (Eerkes '32 & '34) Gauer, of San An-
tonic, TX, is married to Dr. Lawrence S. Gauer,
who is a dentist. He is a retired colonel of the
USAF.
Rev. Albert F. Mansen has retired and is doing
part-time work as Assistant Pastor of Forest
Grove Reformed Church, Hudsonville, MI.
CLASS OF '26
Cornelius Versteeg of Columbus, IN, retired
from teaching in 1972. Since then he has been a
Teacher-Aide in high school industrial arts
classes.
CLASS OF '28
John W. Mouw ('28 & '30) is a substitute
teacher in the public schools in Corvallis, OR. CLASS OF '34
Dr. Melvin E. Berghuis, of Grand Rapids. MI.
is a guest lecturer at Calvin Theological Seminary.
Clarence M. Peters and his wife recently retired
and moved to a new horne in Orange City.
CLASS OF '31
Bernard J. Voss retired from medical practice
in August, 1984. His wife is Mae (Jacobsma).
CLASS OF '32
Cynthia (Holster) Brandt, of Fairfield, CA, has
retired from a teaching position in the Fairfield-
CLASS OF '35
Dr. C. C. Sterrenberg ('35 & '37) has retired
and lives in Beaver Dam, WI.
CLASS OF '36
Helen (Havemen) Keizer, of Sioux Falls, SD,
graduated from Sioux: Falls College with a BA
degree and taught school for 35 years. She is now
retired.
Henrietta A. Peterson is looking forward to liv-
ing in a new retirement center, "Candor Manor"
in Englewood, CO.
Rev. Henry Vander Schaaf ('36 & '38) retired
in July, 1982, and is living in Holland, Ml.
Gerben Van Putten just retired from a part-time
job with the Chamber of Commerce after five
years of interesting work. He is still active in
Presbyterian and Synod work and in his local
church in Chula Vista, CA.
CLASS OF '37
Jeanette (Rylaarsdam '37 & '39) Baas, of Grand
Rapids, MI, recently retired from teaching in Ot-
tawa Hills High School, part of the Grand Rapids
public schools system.
CLASS OF '38
Rev. Ellsworth C. ('38 & '39) Dykstra, of
Jenison, MI, along with his wife, observed their
55th wedding anniversary on December 12, 1984
CLASS OF '39
Arloa Muilenburg retired this year from the
Maurice-Orange City school system after serving
46 years as an elementary teacher and curriculum
coordinator. Her skills will be utilized this fall
when she teaches a course in math methods to
elementary education majors at NW.
Ann Reiniger Sawyer, Ed. D. living in Winona,
MN, recently retired from private psychology
practice but continues to conduct workshops at
various universities.
Lois (Bronkema) Siebersma has been elected
president of the Iowa Library Association for
1985. Lois is a resident of Sioux Center, IA.
CLASS OF '40
Everette James Franken has "retired" in
Redlands, CA, but is finding a new job in
photography very rewarding.
Wilbur M. Reinders has retired as a commer-
cial real estate broker and is now living on West
Lake Okoboji, IA
Marjorie (Hospers) Weeks is recovering from a
broken leg she suffered last August but is kept
"hopping" as editor of the International Human
Learning Resource Network newsletter. She has
been to the Yucatan Penninsula in Mexico, and is
planning a trip to Yugoslavia in September.
CLASS OF '41
Mrs. Ellen Meek, Riverside, CA, has been
teaching at the Jurupa Junior High School for 20
years! She adds that her son, Jeffrey, is a regular
performer on TV's Search for Tomorrow.
Ceel Van Den Brink is now retired and living
in East Lansing, Ml.
Harold Van Klompenburg has retired and
resides in Ripon, CA, but has a summer home in
Paullina, IA.
CLASS OF '42
Lucretia Bilsland ('42 & '62) recently moved
from the family farm at Primghar to a new home
in Sheldon after her husband passed away. She is
a retired school teacher and is active in her
womens club. For four years she served as state
chair of the Epsilon Sigma Omicron Chapter of
Iowa Federation of Women's Clubs.
Harold T. Boonstra, of Evergreen Park, l l., is a
chemist at PRA Laboratories.
?•Did You Know?
In 1920 the Academy's colors were
maroon and gold.
In 1937 the junior college won the NW
Iowa Junior College Conference Cham-
pionship, and they were known as "The
Hawks".
The first academy class to be divided
into two sections was the freshman
class that entered in 1920.
The first football team was formed at
the academy in 1919, but the Board of
Trustees wouldn't let them play other
schools.
In the 1920s the yearbook was called
"The Cullings" and in 1939 it was re-
named "De Klompen", but in 1945 it
was called "The Horse Shoe".
That at one time all these groups were
active on campus: Chrestomathean
Society. Alethian Society, Sorosis
Society and Halcyon Club. TV, sports
and movies took care of those!
Can You Tell Us?
When we changed the school colors to
red and white?
How we got the name "Red Raiders"?
When the largest class enrolled and
how big it was?
When the largest class graduated and
how big it was?
When was "God Is Light" first used as
the NW motto?
When was the horse and rider first used
as the NW mascot?
What is the history of the college seal?
Do You Remember When?
The cheerleaders yelled:
Booma lacka, Booma lacka
Bow Wow Wow.
Chinga lack Chinga lacka
Chow Chow Chow.
Booma lacka Ching a lacka,
well I'll guess
NWCA Yes Yes Yes
Class Notes (continued)
CLASS OF '43
Joanne (Mol) Johnson of Des Moines, lA, has
been married to her husband, Stanley, for nearly
38 years. They have three daughters. Joanne
works for Meredith Corporation, and Stan is
retired.
CLASS OF '44
Frances (Schoon) Boekhout of Little Rock, lA,
writes local news for several area papers. She is
also a substitute librarian at the Little Rock public
library.
Adriana Boender ('44 & '62) of Three Hills,
Alberta, Canada, teaches a class of 33 children in
4th grade.
Dr. Frances M. Heusinkveld of Storm Lake, lA,
has an Associate of American Guild of Organists
degree.
CLASS OF '45
Leona (Jonker) Havesworth of Sebastopol, CA,
works for the Santa Rosa Press Democrat, which
was just sold to the New York Times.
Penny Dykstra Shoemaker has received her
M.A. from the University of Denver, 1977. She
now lives in Denver.
Mrs. Harriet (Vander Maten) Vande Hoef
works as her husband's secretary during legislative
sessions of the Iowa State Senate. They are from
Harris,IA.
CLASS OF '46
Peter Vermaat has been promoted to President
of Westside Federal Savings and Loan, Grand
Rapids, MI.
CLASS OF '47
Roger E. De Valois of Craig, CO, works as a
plant engineer at the Hayden Power Station of the
Colorado-Ute Electric Association.
Marguerite (Baker) Kroon of Belmond, lA, is a
tutor for two children who speak very little
English in the Belmond Community School.
CLASS OF '49
M. Erwin Jansma of Waukee, lA, is Vice Presi-
dent of Valley National Bank in Des Moines, IA.
Gilbert R. Lubbers sells life insurance and lives
in Spokane, WA.
Bernard NibbeIink is claim's manager of Ger-
man Farmer's Mutual and pari-owner and agent
of Moeller Insurance Agency. He is married to
Hazel (Sprik '52).
Edward J. Vander Broek retired from the field
of education in January, 1982. He spent 25 years
as an administrator. He joined the staff of the
California First Bank, Huntington Beach, CA, in
November, 1984.
CLASS OF '50
Clarretta (Risseeuw) De Groot of Doon, lA, is a
legislative secretary.
Gerald C. Ekdom of San Diego, CA, is retired.
He and his wife, Patricia, live in South Dakota
for six months and Hawaii for six months each
year
Dr. Delbert M. Van Maanen has been teaching
business administration at Indian Hills Communi-
ty College at Ottumwa, lA, since August, 1981.
CLASS OF 'St
Charollene M. (Vander Pol) Coates of Rapid
City, SD, has received an Ed. D from the Univer-
sity of SD and is an executive assistant in the
Rapid City school system.
Harriet (Wobbema) Dietrich is the principal at
Hawthorne Christian School in Harbor City, CA,
but resides in Torrance.
Jay and Lila (Dean '51 & '66) Hoogeveen live
in Griswold, IA. Both hold masters degrees.
CLASS OF '52
Viola (Meyer) Eden of Valleyford, WA, has
retired after teaching remedial reading for 25
years.
Lloyd P. and Darlene Woelber are living in
West Bend, lA, where Lloyd is now a high school
math teacher.
Allen R. Wolbrink is organist and choirmaster
at Holy Innocents' Episcopal Church in Atlanta,
GA.
CLASS OF '53
Marinus C. Landhuis of Denver, Co, has a new
job with the U.S. Postal Service.
CLASS OF '54
Joan Arleen (Dekker) Hendrix of South
Holland, IL, has a Masters of Education degree
from De Paul University of Chicago in reading
and learning disabilities.
Norman Van Klompenburg lives in Watertown,
SD.
CLASS OF '55
Mrs. Annie (Gelling) Peterka is working as a
customer service representative for Minnegasco in
Sioux Falls, SD, and her husband is an insurance
adjuster.
Mrs. Marlys J. Engelhardt ('56) has a new job
in the parts department at NW Iowa Tech. Col-
lege in Sheldon.
Virginia (Overlander) Kraayenbrink and her
husband, Dick, live in Sioux Center, IA. Their son
Mike will finish at NW next year and daughter
Rachel will begin in the fall of '85.
CLASS OF '56
Elaine (Maassen) Sherman is a grandmother for
the first time!
CLASS OF '57
Norma (Schuiteman) De Jongh of Luverne,
MN, works as an executive secretary at the
Luverne Chamber of Commerce.
Robert Knowles has a new job in energy con-
servation and lives in Elmhurst, IL.
John W. Kraai is office manager for Simmons
Communications and resides in Tallahassee, FL.
CLASS OF '58
Joyce De Blauw is living in Redlands, CA, and
is teaching two of her daughters in their home.
Harriet (Miersma) Valentine received her MA
degree from USD. She has transferred jobs in the
Harrisburg, SO, school and is now teaching 2nd
grade.
H. Peter Valentine is dispatch supervisor/man-
power planner with Minnegasco of Sioux Falls.
CLASS OF l59
Alive A. Earnest ('59 & '66) retired from
teaching in May of 1974 and is living in Paullina,
fA.
Wayne ('59 & '61) and Joanne (Schutte '66)
Hinrichs of Ashton, lA, have four children, three
of them adopted from Korea.
Roger L. Van Ommeren received his Ph.D. in
Journalism from Southern Illinois University, Car-
bondale.Tl, in May of '85. He resides in Brook-
ings, SD.
CLASS OF '60
Peter and Karen (Epplett '65) Fonkert live in
Spring Lake, MI. Peter works as an industrial
engineer at the Howard Miller Clock Company in
Zeeland, MI.
Allan Schimmel ('60 & '62) remains a member
of the Northwestern Board of Trustees, and serves
as President of the Board of Trustees of First
Presbyterian Church in Philadelphia.
Charles J. "Joe" Suttle ('60 & '62) is a field
service manager for Western Business Com-
munications. His wife is Lenora "Laurie"
(Bothoff '64), and they live in Hercules, eA.
Mrs. Mildred (Van Roekel) Vande Kieft began
work as Children's Librarian at Carnegie Viersen
Public Library, Pella, lA, in Sept., 1984. She says
she is happy to hear some Pella seniors are in-
terested in NW.
CLASS OF '61
Verna De Jong-Lindskoog of Orange City has a
Ph.D. from the University of Arkansas in the area
of English Medieval Literature.
CLASS OF '62
Calvin W. Hoekstra of Edgerton, MN, is still
teaching sciences at Southwest Minnesota Chris-
tian High, as well as coaching JV boys basketball
and serving as varsity assistant.
CLASS OF '63
Edith Bomgaars of Sioux Center, lA, has two
grandchildren at NW. That makes three genera-
tions who have attended NW.
CLASS OF '64
Henrietta (Van Bruggen) Baramki of Hun-
rington Beach, CA, is enrolled in the Ph.D. pro-
gram at United States International University.
Dennis Caryl has a new position as the defen-
sive coordinator at Washburn University in
Topeka, KS. His wife Betty and their children
will be moving to Topeka after school is out in
May.
Another chance
We had a terrific response to
our recent request for informa-
tion, ..we got a lot of "Alumni
Update and Information Cards"
in the mail, so we are giving
those who did NOT use them
another chance. Look in the
center of this issue to find a pre-
paid post card and let us hear
from YOU. The "Any News?"
section helps us keep everyone in-
formed, including all your
classmates. The card also helps us
find "lost sheep". If you know of
any alums who are "lost", please
use the card to tell us how we can
find them.
Ron and Judy (Jones) Dykhouse of Omaha, NE,
have two children. Ron works for Northwestern
Bell; Judy works for the American Cancer Socie-
ty.
Ben Huisken of Rock Valley, lA, received a
plaque in appreciation for 20 years of teaching in
the Christian School.
Marinus Pieter Spierenburg is a direct
distributor with Am way Corporation, and Ruth
(Remmerde '65) has a private practice in
Pediatrics. They were featured in the August,
1984, issue of "Parent's Magazine." They live in
Teaneck, NJ. (see photo below)
The Spierenburg family, Marinus, Mark, Robert, Benjamin and Ruth, pose for a photo for
a Parents Magazine article in last August's issue of the national magazine. The article was one
in a series on those who have achieved in spite of obstacles. In the article, Ruth tells how she
started studying to become a pediatrician when she had a four-month old baby. "I wanted to
do something really special and be someone that my children would be extra-specially proud
of," she told the magazine. She also pointed out that she had a "suportfve, willing spouse."
CLASS OF '65
Rev. Gary W. De Geest of Hornick, lA, has a
Master of Divinity degree, and is a United
Methodist minister.
Thomas Barry Parks is Director of Human
Resources for Jay-Zee Inc. His wife, Thelma
(Lyftogt '64), is a secretary to the Missionary
Specialist at Assemblies of God Headquarters.
They live in Springfield, MO.
Sheryl K. (Jansma) Laman is a part-time pre-
school teacher and lives in Artesia, CA.
JoAnn (Plaggemeyer) Meyer of Pollock, SO,
married her husband, Harvey, in 1973, and they
live on a farm with their three children.
David Platt is an assistant vice president of
First National Bank in Paullina. and Carol (Gnade
'66) has her own real estate agency, Platt Realty.
Dean A. Reeverts is serving in his 10th year as
pastor of the Blandinsville First Baptist Church in
Colchester, Illinois. The church is celebrating its
155th year of service to the Glory of God.
John Wurpts is a self-employed fanner near
Ogden,IA.
Stanley Zylstra operates a 790-acre hog farm
near Hull, lA, and has been elected to the board
of directors of Land O'Lakes District 15.
CLASS OF '66
Linda (Brantsen) Campbell of Rochester, MN,
has a BSN degree from Winona State University;
she is a Public Health Nurse in Olmsted County.
MN.
Clarence H. Keygsheld became a counselor at
Manley High School in Chicago in March, 1985.
He resides in Bolingbrook, IL.
Christina McGrinson has a new job teaching in
the Kalamazoo School District.
Norm and Char (Pals '69) Prins live in Bloom-
ington, MN, where Norm is still teaching and
coaching.
David L. Raak is manager of the Hospers
Telephone Company and Arlene (Cornelius) is co-
owner and operator of the Wee Begin Pre-School
in Hospers, IA.
Roger W. Sleezer of Cherokee, lA, is the owner
of Sleezer Roof Repair.
Harlan Vande Berg of Fort Dodge, lA, is the
new owner of TNT Swimming Pools and Spas of
Fort Dodge, serving North Central Iowa.
David and Joan (Muilenburg '66) Versteeg and
their three daughters are moving to Mandeville,
LA. Dave has been promoted to geological
manager of the onshore division in Amoco Pro-
duction Company's New Orleans region. Dave is
the son of the late Rev. Benjamin and Mildred
(DeBoer) VerSteeg, both graduates of NW.
CLASS OF '67
Mariette (Vander Laan) Dykema of Lincoln.
NE, and her husband, William, have three
children. Mariette works as an RN.
Linda R. (Kats) Elder of Lincoln, NE, works as
a secretary for the Head Start program of Lincoln.
Richard M. Manders of Menomonee Falls, WI.
owns the Stanford Art Glass Studio. He has the
most complete Tiffany art glass studio in the
Milwaukee area. He Says, "Stop in and say ·hi.'"
Ervin J. and Arlene (Schaafsma '68) Mellema
of Aplington, lA, have two children, Ervin is
part-owner of Campbell, Kneppe, Mellema Real
Estate and Insurance Co.
Douglas and Elaine (Van Beek) Schelhaas are
living in East Grand Forks, MN, and Doug has
the rank of major.
CLASS OF '68
Dwayne and Clarice (Ahlers) Alons live in
Boyden, lA. In February, 1985, Dwayne received
the Kennedy Award for outstanding pilot for 1984
as an Air National Guard Major with the 185th
TFG, Sioux City, IA.
Doris (Symens) Armstrong and Gene, her hus-
band, are living at Mobridge, SO, where they own
and operate Taco John's and TJ's Antiques, AI-
tifacts and Art.
Nolan and Mary Lynn (Sikkema '71) Bogaard
are now living in Iowa City where Nolan is
Building Inspector for the City of Iowa City, and
Mary Lynn will be the Jr/Sr High Librarian at
Keota. Mary is interested in forming a chapter in
that area. If you are interested in helping, give her
a call at 319/354-6442.
Linda (Noteboom) De Ruyter of Rock Valley,
IA. has a Childhood Development Associate
degree and works as a Headstart teacher.
Patrick D. Garrison of Billings, MT, works as a
general agent for the Franklin Life Insurance
Company.
Esther (Kreun) Graham of North Olmsted, OH,
has a foster daughter.
Erna Kooistra of Sheldon, lA, has quit teaching
and is now doing volunteer work at Handicap
Village, Village Market. She is also a volunteer
Coordinator in St. Paul Lutheran Church,
Dean Lamker of Golden Valley, MN, has been
a teacher for seven years and now owns his own
scrap metal business.
Pamela Jo (Mulder) Nelson of Des Moines, lA,
is now working at the Ruby Van Meter School for
Mentally and Physically handicapped students.
Firman and Cheryl (Slingerland, '70) Schiebout
of La Crosse, WI, enjoyed visiting with NW
alumni at the NW-UWL football game. Firman is
with the Trane Company.
Linda (Vanderhorst) Van Beek received her
Masters Degree in 1978 and is teaching 5th grade.
She lives in Chino, CA, with her husband and
family,
CLASS OF '69
Cheryl (Peters) Comefder and her family Jive in
Voorthuizen, Netherlands. Cheryl recently was in
the U.S. planning a Christian film for Interna-
tional Films to be filmed in Egypt. She attended
the Convention for Christian TV and Radio
Broadcasters and a Presidential Prayer Breakfast;
she was a guest at the White House.
Glen E. Moss and his wife, Kathy, live in Cor-
pus Christ, TX. Glen is a tile contractor.
Sharon (Van Batavia) Soodsma and her hus-
band, Robert, farm north of Hull, but have a
Doon, lA, address,
Richard Tyssen married Minnie De Jong on
March 19, 1983. Richard is living in Toronto, On-
tario, Canada.
Marlo Van Klornpenburg received his MBA
degree from Drake University in December, 1984,
and Jives in Pella, Iowa.
I
I
Ardith Van De Berg of Sioux Center
(Class of '70) will be teaching in Mex-
ico next year as a mem ber of the RCA
Mission Volunteer Program. She will be
teaching the three children of Mr. and
Mrs. David Gort, missionaries in San
Cristobal de las Casas, a city of about
27,000 in the state of Chiapas. Ardith,
who teaches at the Kinsey Elementary
School in Sioux. Center, says, "The
school has given me a leave of absence
and this has opened the door for me."
She will live in an apartment in the
mission compound; the Gort children
will come to her each day for classes.
"My living room will also be my
classroom", she says. She is being
tutored in Spanish because she wants to
absorb as much of the native culture as
she can. Before leaving for Mexico she
will attend a mission conference in
Wisconsin where she will meet with the
Gort children's former teacher. She has
an open mind about coming back to
Sioux. Center when her year's assign-
ment is over. "I am excited about liv-
ing in God's will," she declares.
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CLASS OF '70
Carolyn (Jager) Andregg of San Jose. CA, and
her husband, Jerry, have two sons. She is an ac-
countant, and is working on her MBA at Santa
Clara University.
Leroy J. and Florence (Banks) Boersma of
Hospers, lA, have three children. Leroy works as
a farmer.
Leon Pikse and his wife, Harriet, have three
children. Leon received his BA in accounting
from California Slate at Stanislaus and is now
station manager of the U.S. Post Office in
Modesto, CA.
Henry E. Hall of Marshalltown, lA, and his
wife, Sheryl, have two daughters. He has an M.A.
degree from the University of Northern Iowa and
teaches at Marshalltown High School
Lila Kempers of Sioux Center, lA, has an MA
in counseling.
Glenda (Palsma) Meech and her husband,
Loyal, are employed at the Minneapolis Postal
Data Center. Loyal is a computer programmer
analyst and Glenda is an accounts receiver in the
Postmaster's Accounts Unit. Both are members of
New Life Community Church in Apple Valley,
where Glenda is the regular pianist. The Meechs
live in Richfield.
Cornelius W. Somsen lives in Minnetonka,
MN.
Harlan and Marcia (Van Gorp '70) Stientjes are
living in Columbus, NE. Harlan is working on his
Ph.D. in Ed. Psych and Marcia is an advertising
sales executive for Columbus Telegram.
Lloyd and Emallee (Greving) Te Brink are
residents of Alton, IA. Emalee is librarian at
Floyd Valley Junior High in Newkirk, IA.
Philip and Beverly (Pennings '71) Vermeer live
near Sioux Center, IA. Bev received her MA
degree in counseling in 1981 and works for
Bethany Christian Services, Orange City.
Marge (Dolfin) Warkentin of Linn Grove, lA,
is an art teacher at Sioux Valley School.
Mary (Dornbos) Zaagman has two sons and
lives in Wyoming, ML
CLASS OF '71
Barbara 1. (Raffa) Angus of San Francisco, CA,
is embarking on a free-lance writing career.
Kathryn 1. Brandt is living in Sanborn, lA, and
is doing substitute teaching after retiring from
full-time work.
Evy (Vermeer) Gibbons and family live in
Sioux Falls, SD, where she has her own private
tutoring service. She has also completed 20 hours
in Environmental Awareness courses.
Larry Hylarides of Le Sueur, MN, is a teacher
and coach at the school in Le Sueur, MN.
Scherry Jenkins of Atlanta, GA, works in the
Group Accounting Department of Sears, Roebuck
& Company.
Wilma (Vellinga) Klopfenstein of Pitrsfield ,
MA, is the Director of an Assessment/Planning
learn for the chronic mentally ill in the Depart-
ment of Mental Health. She has had this position
since April, 1980.
Deborah (Wiersma) Lcuters of Hollandale, MN,
is teaching kindergarten at Hollandale Christian
School.
Don Meuer of Sioux Center, lA, is Manager of
the Farmers Coop Lumberyard there.
Lammert J. Rens of Ireton, lA, works at a
floor-covering store there.
Nylene (Pruis) Nol, her husband, Ed, and their
son are living in Grand Rapids, MI.
Linda (Brink) Schulte is working at NW as the
faculty secretary, doing word processing in a new-
ly remodeled office which is adjacent to the
education office. She adds that doing work for
faculty you once had as professors is a "bit of a
twist."
Class of '71 (continued)
Cathy (Brei veld) Tobey and her husband, Tim,
live in Olympia, WA. Cathy, along with being a
wife and a mother, is involved in church ac-
tivities. Tim is contract administrator for a large
construction company.
Gladys M. (Spurr) Tratebas is retired and living
in Helmsburg, Indiana.
CLASS OF '72
John Birchard of Spring Lake Park, MN, and
wife, Linda, have one son. He will receive an
MBA degree from the College of 51. Thomas this
May. He works as a controller for UMC, Inc.
Gregg Bosch of Cedar Rapids, lA, has an MA
from the University of Iowa and works at
Kirkwood Community College in men's basket-
ball.
Bob and Barbara (Penning '71) Donkersloot
live in Mt. Pleasant, lA, and have two children.
John and Pamela Hughes III of Storm Lake, lA,
were married in 1979.
Don Korver married Marilyn Van Till in 1983,
They have a son and live near Alton.
Kelvin Korver and his wife, Ardith, live in
Adams, NE, where Kevin is a sales representative
with the American Cyanamid Company.
Tom and Donna (Field) Koskamp are living in
Independence, IA. Tom is with the Wapsie Valley
Creamery, Inc., as assistant plant manager.
John Larson from Lake Norden, SD, has been
named the top district manager for Farmland In-
surance and will receive the President's Award for
Management for 1984, John has been with
Farmland since August, 1982.
Murray Moerman and wife, Carol, live in Co-
quitlan, B.c. Canada, where Murray is founding
pastor of New Life Community Church.
Joyce Nelson is living in Melvin and has
retired from teaching in the Sanborn Community
School for health reasons.
CLASS OF '73
Carol A. Alkema from Palos Heights, IL, has a
Masters in Health Science from Governors State
University, with a speciality in Blood Banking
from AABB and ASCP.
Marvin D. Bosch of Sioux City, lA, is the
Development Manager for Prudential Insurance
and has earned his CLU.
Patti (Moore) Burchell has received her MA in
education and is a business teacher at Clay Co,
High School. She and her husband live in Man-
chester, KY.
Dave and Karla (Sietstra '77) De Jong live in
Rock Valley, IA. Dave has an MAT degree in
Special Education, and Karla teaches MR students
at River Valley school.
Elaine Den Herder of Minneapolis, MN, works
as the manager at the Original Pancake House &
My Pi Pizza. She continues with the Minneapolis
Star Tribune as a carrier and manages her own
business and residential cleaning service.
Marilyn J. Dykstra of Albuquerque, NM, is a
lecturer in Freshman English at the University of
New Mexico.
Ann (Danielson) Gramlich now lives in Roland,
lA, and is attending DMACC, studying travel oc-
cupations.
Leon Keizer of New Hope, MN, has three
children and is a General Merchandise Manager
at JC Penney's.
Dale McDonough and his wife, Jodie, reside in
Washington, lA, where Dale is the manager of the
Federal Land Bank office. They are the parents of
a new baby boy, Ryan Dale,
Les Rensink, and Mary (Buller '74) are living
near Freeman, SO.
Marilyn (Kuyper) Rensink of Sioux Center, lA,
is her husband's secretary at the Statehouse in
Des Moines, where he is a State Representative.
Thomas J. and Joan (Blom '73) Strauss live in
Strawberry Pt., lA, where Joan is half-time vocal
music instructor for grades 9-12 at the Starmont
High School.
James E. Townsend is living in Oak Park, IL,
and is Assistant Principal at Dvorak Elementary
School, Chicago, IL.
Larry D. Kruse lives near Boyden, lA, and is
president of Sudenga Industries of George, Iowa.
Robert and Margaret (Buikema '72) Norman
are farming near Morrison, IL.
Greta (De Jong) Postma lives with her family
near Alton, IA. She attended the first Coffee
Break/Story Hour Convention in Chicago. Coffee
Break is an evangelistic Bible Discovery Group.
Danny Lee Roozing and his family are living in
Rock Valley, IA.
Ellis and Barb (Schoon veld) Scheevel now
reside in St. Cloud, MN. Ellis received his
teaching degree last year and is math teacher and
tennis coach at Cathedral High School.
Philip and Evy (Van Bruggen '74) Somsen are
now living in Elk Grove, CA, where Philip is
pastor of Community Drive-In Church.
John Vande Weerd has completed his first year
at Aurelia, IA, where he is a physical education
teacher, and head wrestling, assistant football and
assistant track coach.
James Van Es is a Junior High math teacher
and coach at Newton Community Schools, IA. He
lives in Grinnell, IA.
Craig and Sharon (Ubben '74) Van Kley live at
Blue Earth, MN, where Craig is Guidance
Counselor at B.E. School. He received his masters
degree from Mankato State.
CLASS OF '74
Bruce and Barbara (Heyman '75) Alderink live
in Holland, MI, and have two children. Bruce is a
logistics planning administrator at Herman Miller
lnc., Zeeland, MI.
Leanne (Peterson '74) Bailey and her husband
Kenneth are members of Wycliffe Bible
Translators and are presently on furlough, They
have served in Indonesia, and will return once the
adoption and naturalization of their son Paul are
finalized.
Grace 1. Peterson lives in Makari, Metro
Manila, Philippines, and is teaching music,
elementary vocal and middle school instrumental
at Faith Academy in Manila. She received her
seminary certification from Bethel College, St.
Paul, in June, 1984.
Loretta (Postma) Boender of Ashton, lA, has
one son.
Mark A. Bonnema of Kankakee, IL, is an assis-
tant pastor for evangelism and pastoral care at
Faith Reformed Church in Kankakee, IL.
Denise (Schwab) Crosby of Toledo, lA, is still
teaching at the State Juvenile Home. She has a
two-year-old son.
Alan and Linda (Schoep '72) Donaldson Jive in
Orange City and have three daughters.
Mark and Charlotte (Anker '73) Ebbers of COt-
tage Grove, MN, have three sons. Mark works for
the state of Minnesota in the Department of
Natural Resources, and Charlotte is a pre-school
teacher.
Arlindo (Westen berg) Fraser of Edgerton, MN,
has one son and is a Title I teacher at the Edger-
ton Public School.
Jim Hibma and his wife, Anne Marie, live in
Las Cruces, NM. He has a Service Master Con-
tract Services franchise.
Rogene (Wilterdink) Huibregtse has been mar-
ried for six years. Rogene works in the office of
Vogel Lumber Co., Cleveland, WI, and her hus-
band, John, is a carpenter-contractor.
Earl Hulst of Minneapolis, MN, will graduate
from Brown Institute with a degree in radio-TV
broadcasti ng.
Mary (Kalsbeek) Kiyama of Irvine, CA, is a
Senior Property Underwriter at the U.S. Head Of-
fice of Canadian Indemnity in Costa Mesa, CA.
Phil Ramsey of Ankeny, lA, plays wide
receiver for a nag football team in Des Moines
that won the 1984 National Flag Football Cham-
pionship in St. Louis, MO. After years of frustra-
tion and near misses, the team put it all together
and swept through five straight victories to claim
the national crown. Phil is married to the former
Chris Matney ('76); they have two children. Tim
Roemmich ('82) is also on Phil's team.
Beth (Schutte) Thole lives in Sibley and is
Assistant Director of the Sibley Public Library.
John Trotter is a State Farm Insurance Agent.
He and his family live in St. Joseph, MO.
Milt Ulfers has been an Independent Insurance
Agent for the past three years. He lives in Allison,
IA.
Kenneth Vander Schaaf of Cypress, TX, is a
regional materials manager of the Linde Division
of Union Carbide Corporation.
Denise (Watters) Vant Hoff attended NW for
one year and is now living in Friesland, WI, with
her family. She is Postmaster Replacement at
Friesland Post Office.
Wayne Van Veldhuizen of rural Graettinger,
lA, received an MAE degree in counseling in
1985.
Paul Vermeer and his wife, Nancy, live in
Garland, TX. Paul is the building inspector for the
town of Highland Park.
Ruth (Knock) Westling was married in June of
1983, and lives with her family in Alcester, SD.
She is an elementary teacher.
Jim and Joann (Arentsen). Woudstra are living
in Sioux Center, lA, where Jim teaches and
coaches at Oordt College.
CLASS OF '75
Bradford L. Beukelman, his wife, Darla, and
their children live in Storm Lake, lA, where Brad
works for Piper, Jaffray, and Hopwood.
Kathryn (Krull) Clemens of Mason City, lA, is
married and has two children.
Dr. Nicholas De Vries wrote a paper entitled,
"Intravenous Tomographic Digital Subtraction
Angrography: Intiial Patient Studies Using
Tomosynthesis" which has been accepted for
publication in RADIOLOGY. After graduation
from the U. of Iowa College of Medicine in May,
1979, he took post-doctoral training at the U. of
Utah in Salt Lake City, UT. After graduation in
June, 1985, he was accepted for a fellowship in
neuroradiology at the New York State University
Upstate Medical Center in Syracuse, NY.
Class of '75 (continued)
David Wayne Donaldson of Webb, lA, married
Anita Schuiteman ('83) in June.
Darlene J, Dykstra of Portland, OR, is
employed as a personnel consultant for Express
Personnel.
Catherine Frohling has received her Masters in
Library Science and is High School Librarian at
Perry High School in Perry, IA.
Rachel (Huitink) Jacks and her husband, Tom-
my, live in Little Rock, AR. They had their first
child last fall. AFter seven years of hospital
employment as an assistant dietitian, Rachel has
retired so she can be a full-time homemaker.
Tommy is employed by Southwestern Bell.
Bruce Jensen of Moulton, IA. has been elected
president of South Central UniServ Unit 8, a sub-
division of the Iowa State Education Association.
He has served three years as Secretary, and the
last two years as Vice President. He win take of-
fice in July.
John Allan Plopper and Hendrika (Van Zeelen
'75) reside in De Motte, IN. He received an AAS
degree from U. of Minnesota. He teaches EMR
boys ages 16~18 landscaping at Christian Haven
Homes.
Tom Reuvers is a dairy farmer and lives near
Boyden,IA.
Robert Vander Maten and wife Joleen live in
Fort Mill, Sc. Robert received his MBA from
Oral Roberts Univ. and is a PTL singer. They are
expecting their third child around October 1.
Allyson M. Visser lives in Orange City, lA, and
is administrative assistant in the grahics depart-
ment at K-Products.
Paul W. Wernlund of Brown Deer, WI, is
pastor of Trinity Community Church.
Karen (De Jong) Walker and her husband,
Jonathan, live in Sioux Falls, SO. Jonathan is the
assistant city editor of the Argus Leader.
Diane (Gernhart) Wheeler and her husband are
living in Enid, OK. He is leaving the airforce to
attend the University of Texas at Austin, to study
for MEE and MBA degrees.
CLASS OF '76
Karlene J. Berger of Iowa City, lA, is a nurse
at the Bent-Oro Clinic. She says she loves her
work.
David J. Boogerd was ordained in 1982 in the
Waubay United Church of Christ, in Waubay, SD.
which he served as pastor from 1981 until 1984.
He became the pastor of the First Congregational
United Church of CHrist in De Smet in
December, 1984.
Ed De Leeuw and family are living in Orange
City. Ed sells electrical supplies for Plainsco of
Sioux Falls, SO.
Gary C. Geiken of Sioux Falls, SO, has started
his own retail and wholesale jewelry corporation.
Rev. Kenneth Jongeling and his family are liv-
ing in Hackensack, NJ.
Gene and Sharon (HarmeJink '76) Hiemstra
live in Sioux Center, lA. Gene has a degree from
the Mason City College of Auctioneering.
Mike and Jolene Hilbrands are living in Sioux
Falls, SO. Mike has a new job with Cuibank.
Daryl Hoogeveen of Lester, lA, married Polly
Falk on June 18, 1983.
Suzanne (Cleveland) Hueske of Denver, CO,
has three children. She has her own business,
Suzie Q's Crafts, which sells hand-crafted items
and quilts which she makes,
Norine (Dirkse) Katsma and her family are liv-
ing in Lansing, IL Her husband, Thomas, is the
pastor of Grace Reformed Church.
Peggy (Vis) Koele, her husband, Glenn, and
their two sons live in Hull, IA. She teaches
physical education at River Valley.
Gregory Muilenburg resides in Iowa City. He is
a science teacher in the Northwest Junior High
School there. He is in a Ph.D. program, and is
working for his superintendent's certificate.
Miriam M. (Kwikkel) Muth is living near
Hawarden, fA. She was teaching at Sioux Empire
College.
Rachel (Korver) Paula lives in Brookings, SO.
She has a car dealership.
Colleen (VenHuizen) Palmer is living in
Gowrie, lA, with her family. She gives organ and
piano lessons.
Dennis and Linda Popkes are living in Sheldon,
IA.
Michael L. Rohde of Ida Grove, lA, is working
for GOMACO, a manufacturer of concrete paving
equipment, as a service engineer.
Marvin and Deb (Schut '77) Schipper are living
in Box Elder, SO.
Claryce (Van Roekel) Schuiteman, her husband
and three sons are living in Sioux Center, IA.
Lois (Buseman) Selby of Calamus, lA, is
teaching music part-time in Lost Nation, lA.
Barbara (Janssen) Shostak and her family are
living in LeMars, lA, where she is a substitute
teacher.
Ann (Hiebrink) Smit of South Holland, IL, is
the youth director of Faith Reformed Church
there.
Alan and Brenda (Kok '77) Te Brink are living
in Arvada, CO. Alan is a Colorado State
Patrolman.
Kermit Van Roekel and his wife of five years,
Marianne, are living in Raymore, MO. Kermit is
a finance administrator with John Deere Com-
pany in Kansas City, MO. He is also enjoying a
second profesison as a photographer at weddings,
etc.
Dennis L Veen is the chaplain at the
Children's Hospital in Denver.
Laurel A. Wiersema lives in 51. Louis, MO. She
received her MSN degree in 1983 and is a nurse
specialist at Barnes Hospital.
Gary and Lora Zeutenhorst are living in Iowa
City, where Gary is working at the U. of Iowa
and is studying for a masters in Social Work part-
time.
CLASS OF '77
David C. and Anita (Plantage) Bomgaars are
now living in Orange City, where Dave has
established a private veterinary practice and Anita
is a salesperson at Draayer Realty.
David W. and Rachel (Van Maanen '78) Clover
and their son live in Sioux City, IA. David works
as a special agent for Prudential Insurance.
Mark Davis of Bradenton, FL, is the head boys
basketball coach at Bradenton Christian High,
Sheryl Den Beste of Ruthven, lA, has served as
an officer of the PACK Reading Council and is
presently serving as the president.
Robert Dontje, his wife, Neva, and their two
sons live in Ledyard, IA. Robert works for the
Mission Aviation Fellowship to Irian Jaya, In-
donesia.
David and Noreen (Haack '78) Fonkert live in
Beardstown, fL. David is now working as co-
manager of the TG&Y Store in Beardstown.
David W. Hulsart is living in Orange City,
where he manages the Dove Christian Book Store
and attends NW part-time.
Paul Hulst of Hospers, lA, has an Associate
Degree in Accounting from NITC.
Julie (Franzen) Humbert and her family are liv-
ing in Piscataway, NJ. She is a senior staff ad-
ministrator at Computer Sciences Corporation.
ArIa Johnson of Orange City will marry
William G. Korver on June I, 1985. She has a
five-year-old son; she works at Debo's Restaurant
in Orange City.
Gary and Mary (Van Zandbergen '79) Karssen
of Mattoon, IL, have two children. Gary is a
senior merchandiser at JC Penney in Mattoon,
and Mary is an RN at the Sarah Bush Lincoln
Health Center.
Connie K. Lamp is living in Council Bluffs, IA.
She has received her masters degree from ISU
and is planning to start on her Ph.D. at the U. of
Nebraska in January of '86. She has spent four
years at the Glenwood State Hospital-School as a
psychologist. She says she often thinks of NW,
and about what she learned, and the people she
knew. She declares that NW changed her life.
Stephen and Henrietta Leeney are living in
Sioux Center, IA. They had been in Monarch,
Alberta, Canada, where Steve developed a rare
throat disease.
Carla (Pennings) Leinart has a new daughter,
Megan.
Randy and Deb (Hoogeveen '80) Mouw live in
Oak Harbor, WA. Randy has just received his
masters degree in school administra.
Bob Nelson, his wife, Mary, and their children
are living in Cedar Rapids, IA.
Nolan Palsma and his wife Phyllis are the
pastors of the Pequannock Reformed Church in
Wayne, NJ. In October, 1984, a new Allen digital
organ was dedicated at the church debt-free, the
sanctuary was redecorated, new furniture and
carpet were installed, and the pews were refin-
ished.
Lillian L. Schouten is in her third year of
teaching math, science, social studies, and PE at
Randolph, WI, Christian school. She is also
operating the family farm, Maple Hill Farm, with
her brother.
Benjamin Sikkink and his wife, Rev. Mary T.
Van Andel have a daughter Annoka born in 1983.
Ben is a residential counselor with the Joliet Job
Corps. They live in Park Forest, IL.
Janna (Dykstra) Smith and her husband, Cap-
tain Steven Smith, are living in Whitewater, WI.
In May of 1983 lanna earned her MA in Library
Science from Spalding University in Louisville,
KY.
Henry and Karen (Robbins '80) Te Paske live
in Ringle, WI, and have 3 daughters and a new
son, born March, 1985.
Dean A. Van De Wege is married to the former
Jane Caehel. They live in Denver. He has a new
job with the Colorado Department of Highways as
a civil engineer.
Tom W. Van Rooyen and his family live in
Orange City, lA, where Tom sells insurance.
Mark and Miriam Vellinga are now living in
Storm Lake. Mark is a math and computer
science teacher at the high school. He is attending
summer school at Northwest Missouri and expects
to get his masters degree this summer.
Dr. Melvin L. Wallinga, and his family live in
Yakima, WA, where he has a family physician
group practice.
Christine (Pomp) Woodward and her family
live in Tenstrike, MN. Christine's husband, Dan,
is a graduate of Bethany Fellowship in Min-
neapolis and is teaching in Tenakee Springs.
Christine is a secretary with Land O'Lakes Wood
Preserving Co. in Tenstrike.
CLASS OF '78
Robert Ahrenstorff, his wife, Robin. and their
two children live in Ogden, UT. Robert is a
U.P.S. driver.
Arline A. Aldred of Sutherland, lA, writes that
she has enjoyed being a part of the greatest pro-
fession in the world-leaching-for over 30 years,
and that she is now enjoying her retirement.
Rodney C. Anderson of Davenport, lA, works
as an administrator at Westside Christian School
and Day Care Center.
Sue (Gibson) Arnold was in Wall Lake, MN.
She is head of computer operations at Wall Lake
Savings Bank. Her husband, Marvin, is comp-
troller at Boyer Valley Chemical Co. in Wall
Lake.
Audrey (Gisolf) Coffman of Spencer, lA, has
two children.
Arlene De Geus is living in Grand Rapids, MI,
and is the christian education director at Fifth
Reformed Church.
Leanne B. De Vos was graduated from the U.
of Iowa Law School this spring. She taught for a
time in Nationalist China and earned scholarships
during all three years of law school. As senior
note and comment editor of the Iowa Law
Review, she headed a staff of six editors. Two of
her articles were selected for publication in the
review. She has accepted a position as clerk to a
federal district court judge in Denver, CO.
Carla (Hettinga) De Vries and her family, in-
cluding a new son, live in Lakeview, CA
Karl J. Dorr lives in Sidney, MT. She reports
an addition to the family; she now has four
children.
Robert and Lori ('83) Jenkins live in South
Sioux City, NE. Robert is studying at WIT in
Sioux. City for a degree in bio-medical electronics.
Galene (Veldhuizen) Klein of Reasnor, lA, is
teaching in the Monroe Community Schools.
Aletha Koele of Sioux Center, lA, after
teaching kindergarten for four years and working
in a Christian book store, is now the Director of
Teacher Placement at Northwestern.
Sandra (Forbes) Lewis is a part-time teacher
and receptionist/secretary at Colorado Mountain
College. She lives in Steamboat Springs, CO.
Ronald C. Ludwig resides in Kiowa, KS. He is
program director at Cedar Crest Training Center.
Jim and Kim (Witte) Mickelson are living in
Odebolt, IA. Jim is in his 5th year at Odebolt-
Arthur HS. He teaches social studies/physical
education and coaches baseball and boys basket-
ball, and is assistant volleyball coach.
Kevin Pottorff and his wife Starla (Den Hartog
'79) are living in Oelwein, IA. He is a vet and
Starla works part-time in the bank.
Carvell and Sandra (Richter '76) Pearson are
living in Spencer, IA. Carvell has been assistant
varsity baseball coach at Spencer High School for
seven years. He is working for lBP in Storm
Lake. The Pearsons have three daughters and a
new son.
Sharon Rau lives in Calgary, Canada, and is
media coordinator for the county schools.
Kenric and Karen (Dornink) Scheevel live in
Sf. Joseph, MN. Karen is an RN.
Heidi (Davis) Southwell and her family are liv-
ing in Sioux City, IA.
Randal M. Stumpf is living in St. Louis, MO.
He is president of World Travel Card, Inc.
Lynn (Prange) Vagts of rural Boyden works at
the Foreign Candy Company in Hull, IA.
Terry and Kathy ('79) Van Berkum are living
in Rock Rapids, and Terry is managing Inga's
Inc., Rock Rapids.
Rob and Bonnie (Hoskins '82) van'r Land are
living in Hull, IA. Rob will begin work on his
masters degree in guidance counseling at the U. of
Southern Mississippi and Bonnie will do graduate
study in elem. ed. at the U. of Mississippi during
the summer.
Nanette (poppen) Venhuizen and her family
live in Armour, SD.
Marcia (Calsbeek) Vermeer and husband, Dave,
live near Spencer, IA. Dave is employed by
Farmers National Co. as a farm manager in the
Spencer area.
Donna Waid is a computer operator for Federal
Aviation Association in Kansas City, MO. She
lives in Grandview, MO.
Mark Westergard is an engineer with Upland
Industries, Omaha.
Earl and Karen (De Boer '79) Woudstra are liv-
ing in Cedar Rapids, IA. Earl is working on his
masters degree in community recreation, which he
expects to receive in December.
Brian K. Zeutenhorst has received his B.S. in
Physical Ed. from Southwest State University,
Marshall, MN. He is from Hospers.
CLASS OF '79
Caroline Boender is teaching first grade at
Community Christian School of Pease, MN, after
having taught at Mason City for three years. She
lives in Milaca, MN.
Colleen Kay (Rosenboom) Brenneman has
worked for six and a half years as an RN, She
plans to take some time off to devote to her four
children and help on the farm. She lives in rural
Sioux Center, IA.
Del Brink lives in Iowa City and attends the U.
of Iowa, studying for an MA in journalism. He
previously taught school in Sutherland, IA.
Brian and Karla (Sneller '7S) Bronzynski will
be moving to Knoxville, lA, where they will be
teaching and coaching. Brian will also be involved
in speech and drama activities.
Darrick (Rick) J. and Karmen (Howlin 'S2)
Brown are living in Spencer, lA, where Rick is a
manager with K-Mar Corporation.
Kathie Buchholz of Sioux Falls, SD, will
receive her degree in December in Hospital Ad-
ministration. She spent four years in Alaska.
Alan Camarigg, his wife, Wanda, and their
three children live in Sioux Center. He will be go-
ing back to school.
Bruce C. Christians and wife, Stephanie, live in
Edgerton, MN.
Cindy (Christianson) Connell and her family
live in Orange City, where she is a homemaker
and substitute teacher. She and her husband,
Steve, have three sons.
Paul Delger of Ames, lA, hopes to receive his
MS degree this summer.
John Alan De Wall is a car salesman for the
Lincoln-Ford-Mercury dealer in Pocahontas, IA.
Karen (Sue)Wiersema) Duncan of Hartley, lA,
is an AEA IV Multi-Cat. teacher in Sheldon. Her
husband's name is Richard.
Gary and Lea (Mouw 'SO) Eade live on a farm
near Orange City, and Lea is a teller-bookkeeper
at Sioux County State Bank.
Lori Goldhorn is living in West Point, NE, and
is a special ed teacher. She is continuing work on
her MA in education. Lori recently travelled to
Jamaica.
Cathleen Ann Greenfield is a grade three and
four teacher at Black Forest Academy. She is ser-
ving with TEAM as a teacher at the academy in
Kandern, Germany for two years.
Margaret (Peters) Holmes of Mineral Wells,
TX, is married to Rev. Barry Holmes. She has a
Master of Physical Therapy degree and is a full-
time student at Brite Divinity Schoo, TCU, Ft.
Worth, TX.
Nancy (Hibma) Jepsen and her husband, Bill,
who is a veterinarian; live in Hermiston, OR.
They have two sons.
Sonia (Wiarda) Koehler of Sioux Center, lA, is
married to Kevin Koehler. He is a commercial
helicopter pilot.
Janna R. (Mouw) Mason is living in Orange
City with her 5-year-old son. She is working at
K-Products in the purchasing department. She
says she enjoys being back in Orange City after
teaching three years in Cherokee, IA.
Connie (Mastbergen) Van Meeteren and her
husband Larry live on a farm near Sheldon. They
have two children, Angela (3) and Julia (1). Con-
nie is also doing some substitute teaching.
Edward A. Mortenson is living in Orange City.
He is engaged to Donna R. Supplee. He has a B.S.
in Aerospace Engineering from Iowa State
University. He works with The King's Engineer-
ing Fellowship and will be married in August.
Kevin Muur lives in Oklahoma City, OK,
where he has been Director of Christian Educa-
tion at Our Lord's Community Church since
January.
Rick and Kathy (Brownlee 'SI) Pals are living
in New Brighton, MN. Rick is a computer pro-
grammer at Deluxe Check.
Beth M. Pennings is head bookkeeper at
Cascade Lodge and lives in Grand Marais, MN.
Steve and Susan (Elman) Risius of Jeffersin,
lA, have a daughter. Susan is a fourth grade
teacher.
Rick Seydel is married to Tina Claypool. They
live in Coon Rapids, lA, where Rick has taught
school for two years.
laimie (Beers) Shaffer is a recreational
therapist at Methodist Manor Retirement Home.
She recently married Richard Shaffer, who is an
advertising copywriter for the Mills Agency in
Storm Lake.
Reginald and Kathleen (Crocker '82) Smidt are
living in Sioux Falls, SD, where Reggie is Assis-
tant Vice President of retail banking at the
Norwest Bank. Reggie received his MBA from the
University of South Dakota in 1983.
Mark K. Sterler says he is still an electri-
cian/plumber and is still in a country/rock band.
He lives in Ocheyedan, IA.
Kevin Swalley is a CPA at the Grundy Na-
tional Bank in Grundy Center, IA.
Charla B. Ten Clay is living in Sioux Falls and
has a new job with Citibank as unit manager of
preferred VISA accounts.
leff and Mary (Heinsohn '7S) Timmer are liv-
ing in Sioux Center, lA, where Jeff is a commodi-
ty broker.
Carol A. (Heusinkveld) Tjeerdsma is living in
Sherman, TX. She has received her Masters
degree in Special Education (LD & ED) and is
teaching K-3 Special Ed. in Sherman.
Doug Tjeerdsma and his wife, Danae, are living
in Aplington, lA, with their two sons. Doug
taught junior high social studies in Emmetsburg
Catholic and LeMars Gehlen Catholic for one and
four years respectively. In addition, he had
coaching duties. The Tjeerdsmas are now farming
near Aplington.
Naomi E. Turner of Wray, CO, received her
MS from ISU in counseling and is a guidance
counselor at Wray Elementary and Buchanan lr.
High Schools.
Dr. David and Jane (Te Grotenhuis '77) Van
Gorp are living in Storm Lake, IA. Dave finished
his three-year family practice residency in Sioux
City, lA, and now has a family practice at the
Buena Vista Clinic.
Tim and Sherry (Stubbs '81) Vander Ploeg live
in Bondurant, lA, where Sherry is Director of
Bethany Preschool.
Sandra Van Drie received her MA in business
education from UNllast August. She is living in
Central City, lA, where she teaches office educa-
tion at Central City schools.
Dennis and Sandra (Ruter '80) Van Kley live in
Sioux Center, lA, where Dennis is a fifth grade
teacher in Kinsey Elementary School.
Bonnie Van Rheenen is Program Manager at
Warren Achievement Children's Group Homes in
Monmouth, IL.
Kevin Veldhorst lives in Oostburg, WI, and has
earned his masters in Ed. Psychology (counseling).
Debby D. (Beeghly) Walker and her husband,
Gene, live in Glenham, SD, and she teaches art in
the Mobridge school.
Wayne Westenberg and his family live in
Orange City, IA.
CLASS OF '80
Mark Adamson lives in Broken Arrow, OK. he
is a substitute teacher in the Broken Arrow Public
Schools and helps coach varsity track.
Bev Bahrke received her master's degree in
Special Education from UNI during the summer
of 1984. She is living in Storm Lake, where she is
a multi-categorical resource teacher at Storm Lake
Junior High.
Brian T. and Cathy (Cosgrove '80) Cottrell live
in Boone, IA. Brian works with Chubb Life
America Insurance, and Cathy works in Boone for
the O'Brien, Feester, Insurance Agency of
Spencer,IA.
Blaine Dutstermars of Fort Dodge, lA, is study-
ing for a masters degree in higher education at
Iowa State.
Dean and Judy (Lundt '79) Hoogeveen live in
Hull, fA. Dean is an Elementary PE teacher and
head girls volleyball coach at Boyden-Hull.
Rod and Jo (Will '82) Hop live in Waterloo,
IA. Rod is in the two-year photography program
at Hawkeye Institute of Technology, and Jo works
as a medical social worker at Schoitz Medical
Center.
David Janssen and his wife, Glenda, Jive in
Sioux City, IA. He is a field director for the
Prairie Gold Area Council, Boy Scouts of
America.
vey L. Kidney is the Pastor of First Friends
Church in Greenwood, IN.
Scott Lensink is living in Mattoon, IL, where
he is an instructor in the Management Marketing
Department at Eastern Illinois University.
Sue Mallams is a customer service represen-
tative with Inter West Savings and Loan in Oak
Harbor, WA.
David Menning, a senior actuarial assistant
with State Farm Mutual Auto Insurance Company
of Bloomington, IL, achieved the distinction of
being named Associate in the Casualty Actuarial
Society in May at Boca Raton, FL. He completed
seven comprehensive mathematical. statistical,
and insurance examinations sponsored by the
society. David received his Master of Science
degree from the University of Nebraska. He and
his wife, Cindy, have three children.
Susan Moss is living in Luverne, MN. She was
half-time library, and half-time Title I teacher.
She is new half-time library and half-time
talented and gifted teacher.
Michael Newman and his wife, Rebecca Breed,
live in Omaha with their son, Stephen John.
Michael works with Career Design.
Vickie (Gardner) Nissen and her husband, Greg,
Jive in Marshalltown, lA, and have a son, Eric.
Kim E. Rubsam lives in Sanborn, IA. She is a
sales representative for World Book/Childcraft out
of Chicago, lL.
Ruth D. (Bloemendaal) Schmidt lives in New
Hope, MN.
Karla and Dean (Muyskens) Smidt live in
Kanawha, lA, with their family.
Doug and Lori (Sass '83) Smit were married on
July 21, 1984. They live in Doon, Iowa.
Jewel Vander Pol lives in Richardson, TX, and
is working in Dallas for The Kitchen Studio.
Verlyn Van Riessen and his wife, Jan
(Boerigter), live in De Motte, IN. He is the owner
of Threads Apparel Inc., a clothing store opened
in 1980.
Gail Wieldraayer lives in Bellflower, CA She is
the accompanist for the Music Department at
Valley Christian High in Cerritos. She is also
organist at Bellflower Presbyterian Church,
Randy Yoder and his wife, Kathy Miller, of
Oxford, lA, are living in Iowa City.
Joy A. Zwierink is living in Vancouver, British
Columbia.
Dawn (westenberg) Ryswyk and her husband
Larry are living in Edgerton, MN. They have two
children, Mindy (4) and Adam (I).
CLASS OF 'SI'
Larry Dean Bakker of Hull, lA, is working for
the Sioux County Sheriff's Departmenl. In 1983,
he was promoted to sergeant. He has one son.
Karen Kay (Tagve) Bloemker is living with her
family in Marshalltown, lA, and is enjoying being
a homemaker.
Steven and Jodell (Bosma '82) Bolda are now
living in Waupun, WI, where Steve is Director of
Youth and Education at the First Reformed
Church.
Randy Briese of Huron, SD, is studying for his
masters while teaching elementary physical
educaiton and coaching football, wrestling, and
track. He has two children.
Gerald and Evangelyn (Mortenson) De Jong
live in Alton, IA. Gerald is an agent for Equitable
Life Assurance Society of the U.S.
Cindy (Alsum) De Vries and her husband,
Alan, are living in Friesland, WI.
Lanan (Culp) Fauskee and her family are living
in Worthington, MN, She has worked three years
in the Worthington school system and is now at-
tending college part-time.
Patty Jo Greenfield is a student at Rhems Bible
Training Center and is living in Broken Arrow,
OK.
Linda (Van't Hul) Haight of Ellston, lA, is
married to Steven Haight and is in her fourth year
of teaching third and fourth graders at Arispe
Elementary School in the East Union School
district.
Martha (Sikkema) Harris and her husband,
David, are living in Fulton, lL.
Calvin Helmus is living in Orange City. He is
working as an administrator at the Hope Haven
RTC.
Paula J. Irwin received her bachelor's degree in
English from Cameron University in Lawton, OK,
where she lives.
Patti (Vanden Hull) Jones of Overland Park,
KS, is married to Tim Jones and teaches seventh
grade in the Kansas City, KS, school district.
Rebecca Koerselman is working for Citibank as
a financial account representative in Sioux Falls,
SD.
Sara Lubbers is teaching special education,
EMR, in Platteville, WI. Sara previously taught
English in Taiwan in conjunction with the RCA
(intern program).
Lyle and Mary (Kruse) Lundgren are living in
Sibley, IA. Lyle is a teacher and coach at Sibley
High School. Mary is a Physical Therapist for the
Sibley and Rock Valley hospitals.
Krislyn (Duistermars) McCarthy married Bob
McCarthy on November 24, 1984. They are living
in Avoca, IA. Krislyn is a second-grade teacher at
Shelby Tennant School, Shelby, IA.
Bob McLaughlin lives in Onawa, lA, but wiJl
soon be moving to Marshalltown to start a new
job. He is planning an August wedding.
LyNae Nielsen lives in Crestwood, IL, and is a
supervisor of groups and vacations for Corporate
Travel Consultants in Oak Brook, IL.
Carolyn K. Penning lives in Manly, lA, and is a
secretary of receiving inspection for Rockwell In-
ternational in Mason City, fA.
Cheryl (Lauer) Peirson was married to Tim
Peirson in January, 1984. They are living in
Chula Vista, CA, and are with Lamb's Players
Theatre. Tim is a certified make-up artist, having
completed a course in glamour and theatrical
make-up.
Karla M. (Kool) Reiners is a resident counselor
at a boys and girls home and in Family Services
in Sioux City, lA.
Susan (Jones) Smith and her husband live in
Urbana, IL.
Scott A. Stegenga is a naturalist at an outdoor
education camp in Running Springs, CA.
Esther (Vander Griend) Sterler Jives in
Ocheyedan, IA. She is a production worker at
Sathers Cookie, Candy and Nut factory in Round
Lake, MN. She plays in volleyball tournaments
and enjoys the company of her two cats, she says.
Dawn (Buchholz) Tamboli is the Director of
the Babes to Tots Preschool in Kirkwood, MO.
Terry (Anderson) Tjaden and her husband live
in Sioux Falls, SD. They have a new son, Adam
Brock, Terry is working for Northwestern Mutual
Life.
Bryan and Joyce (Loverink) Van Gorp live in
Mesa, AZ. Bryan has his MA in counseling
psychology.
Ken and Lisa ('83) Van Kekertx are the parents
of a daughter, born November, 1984. Ken works
at Northwestern State Bank, Orange City, as
senior commercial loan officer, and Lisa teaches
third grade at Orange City Christian School.
Mary Van Rheenen is living in Baton Rouge,
LA. She is studying for her MA in Anthropology
at ISU.
Kathleen M. Ververs received her Master of
Science degree in Education in May, majoring in
guidance and counseling. She is a resident director
at U. of Wisconsin, Platteville, and coordinator of
residence haJJ programming.
Cindy (Ten Haken) Welte has been studying at
USD for an MA in Early Childhood Handicapped.
She and her husband, Kirk, live in Anthon, lA,
where he is a self-employed electrician.
Leo Roy Wiggen, Jr. lives in Moravia, lA,
where he teaches social studies and is a coach.
CLASS OF '82
George D. Bednar, his wife and son Jive in
Hudson. NY. He is a supervisor with the Hudson
Department of Youth Recreation.
Dave Boender of Jackson, MS, is working on
an MA in Marriage and Family Therapy at
Reformed Theological Seminary in Jackson.
Jim Boeve of Alamosa. CO. is a math teacher
in the Alamosa High School.
M.E. Boonstra of the Netherlands has a
bachelor's degree in mathematics and is working
part-time while she is still studying. She in ten-
tatively planning to move within a year.
Susan (Koch) Chambers and husband, John,
live in Bloomington, IL. She has received her as
degree from Western Michigan University.
Lori (Koerselman) Cutsinger and her husband,
Tom, are living in Sheldon, IA.
Rick and Jean (Balvance) Faber live in La
Vista, NE. Jean has a Master of Arts degree in
Physical Education Teaching and Administration.
She works at the Immaculate Conception Blemen.
tary School and the College of St. Mary.
Joan (Uittenbogaard) Gcdeke of Hollandale,
MN, is married to F. Lyle Godeke. She has an
Associate Degree of Nursing and works as an RN
for the Naeve Hospital.
Bradley D. Gould and his wife Patti are in the
Marines. They are stationed in Vista, CA.
Steve and Jane (Beran) Karels live in Titonka,
IA. Steve is teaching government and history at
Titonka High School. Jane is working at Excep-
tional Opportunities, Burt, lA, as a teacher's aide.
Debra (Hokeness) Konz is living in Alton, IA.
SHe works at the Alton Savings Bank.
Ron Kroeze is a graduate of the U. of Iowa. He
lives in Iowa City and is employed at Iowa State
and Trust Bank.
Sandy (Schram) Kropf and husband, Ron, live
in Graettinger, IA.
Alan E. Laird of Iowa City received his MO
degree in May. He and Lisa Oolman ('82),
Odebolt, lA, plan to be married this summer.
Dale and Ruth Landegent are living in Orange
City. Dale teaches in the Sioux Center Communi-
ty Schools. They have one son, Titus.
Nancy Lammers owns a travel agency in Sioux
Center,lA.
Becky Dee Linn is living in Humboldt, IA. She
is a live-in counselof and teacher for Midwest
Challenge, a Christian rehabilitation program for
women with life-controlling problems.
E. Brent Martin is an apparel manager at
K-Mart in Jamestown, NO.
John McCarthy and his wife are living in
Wheeling, IL. He received a B.A. in Graphic
Design from the University of Illinois, CHicago.
Jeffrey Scott Mouw and his wife, Sandy, live in
Greene, lAo
Jana (Brumels) Muir and her husband, Jim, live
near Hartford, SD. Jana is employed in the Net-
work Systems Programming Department at
Citibank.
Kirk Neustrom is in his third year at the School
of Podiatric Medicine in Chicago, IL.
Joy (Vander Schaaf) Parker is attending North-
west Baptist Seminary in Tacoma, WA.
Marlys Boote, Class of '82, has
received a study grant from the West
German government to study for a year;
she will spend two months studying the
German language in Freiburg and ten
months studying organ performance and
design in Hanover.
An internationally known teacher,
Professor Harald Vogel. will supervise
Marlys' studies at the Musikhochschule
in Hanover. She studied organ at NW
with Dr. Rodney Jiskoot and at the
University of Iowa with Dr. Delores
Bruch. She is the organist at St. Paul
Lutheran Chapel in Iowa City and a
graduate teaching assistant at the
University of Iowa, where she will
complete her Master of Fine Arts
degree in August.
Marlys' grant was arrange through
DAAD, an organization of German
universities dedicated to promoting in-
ternational relations between institu-
tions of higher learning. She will
receive free tuition and transportation.
as well as a living allowance and a
book allowance.
Cindy K. (Cadwell) Peterson is living in Jenks,
OK, with her family, including a son bom in
September, 1984.
Jolene (De Groot) Reekers is a sixth-grade
teacher in Rock Springs, WY.
Kathy Reekers is a continuity director at KGLJ
and KWSL Radio in Sioux City, IA.
Alan L. Ritchie and his wife, Kristi, are living
in Bedford, IA. Alan is a funeral director. He
received his A.A. in Mortuary Science. Alan says
they will be moving soon.
Janet (Rognstad) and Kevin ('80) Boote are
residing in Hull, IA. Janel is an administrative
assistant at Northwest Iowa Work Activity Center
in Sheldon.
Todd and Rachel (Wallinga '83) Schlitter are
living in Crystal Lake, IA. Todd earned his
M.Div. from Asbury Theological Seminary in
Wilmore, KY. He was ordained as a minister in
the United Methodist Church on June 9, and in-
stalled as pastor on June 16 at the Crystal Lake
Church.
Randall L. and Jane L. (Stevenson '83) Schreurs
are living in Oak Lawn, IL. Randall is an Intern
Pastor and Jane is a teacher's aide.
George John Stephens, Jr. of Sioux Falls, SO,
works for Citibank as a collector.
Lesa Stephens lives in Sioux. Falls, SO, and is
in the office staff at the Target Store.
Michael L. Swanson lives in Iowa City, IA. He
is studying to a Master of Science Degree in the
Department of Chemistry at the University of
Iowa. He is also Research Assistant in the Depart-
ment of Physiology and Biophysics.
Tom and Lavon (Stock) Tanner are living in
Eagle Grove, lAo They have a son, Cole Elliott.
David Vander Aarde and his wife, Erin (Bohn),
live in Danville, IL. David graduated from
Westmar in 1982 with an Industrial Arts major
and is a vocational rehabilitation therapist in
Danville Veterans Administration Hospital.
Minerva (Boogerd) Van Ginkel and her family
live in Hull, IA.
LuAnne Van Oort is living and working in
Denver, CO.
Marlin Van Peursem recently passed his Cer-
tified Public Accountant exams and was honored
at a ceremony in Des Moines in May. He con-
tinues to work as senior accountant for Charles
Bailly and Co. in Sioux Falls, a regional CPA
firm. Marlin recently married Jane Koth.
Glenda (Hulshof) Van Wyhe and her husband,
Randy, live in Hawarden, IA. She is a medical
technologist in the Hawarden Hospital.
Vonna P. Wala and her husband live in
Waseca, MN. Vonna is co-director of Crossroads
Counseling, a Christian Counseling center, which
opened this year.
Dixie (Mulder) Wielenga has been teaching for
two years at the Orange City Christian School.
She is the music teacher for K-3 and also teaches
strings.
Tim Zeutenhorst ('82) is the Assistant Director
of Admissions at NW. His primary responsibility
is to work with prospective students in Northern
Iowa, New York and New Jersey.
CLASS OF '83
Steve Beals of Chicago, IL, is married to Mari
Ann and is a student at the lllinois College of Op-
tometry.
Stephen F. Branch who is studying for a Master
of Music degree at the University of Colorado,
Boulder, received the 1985 Berton Coffin Scholar-
ship Award. The scholarship is awarded by the
voice faculty to the graduate student who
demonstrates excellence in performance and ser-
vice.
Sheryl Bredlow of Champlin, MN, was married
to Brian Schanil on June 22.
Doreen (Kruger) Breen and her husband, De-
Wayne, moved to Holland, MI in June. DeWayne
will attend Western Theological Seminary.
Lori A. Burdick of Loveland, CO, is a
kindergarten teacher and Summer Camp Director
of Children's World in Longmont.
Stephen W. Clay of Lynn Haven, FL, is a can-
didate for a BS degree in Aviation Management
from Auburn University and is 2nd Lieutenant in
the USMC.
Charles D. Contreras of Paramount, CA, works
as the High School Youth Director at Emmanuel
Reformed Church and is attending Fuller
Theological Seminary.
Frank R. De Vries, Jr., and wife, Jan, live in
Sioux Falls, SO.
Gregg Duistermars is a second year student at
Illinois College of Optometry in Chicago, IL.
Susan Gorman will perform and direct for "The
Master's Production Co "-the drama ministry of
Campus Crusade for Christ, located in San Diego.
As a new staff member of Campus Crusade she is
developing financial support and solicits your
prayers.
Mark Gunderson of Sibley, lA, and his wife,
Teresa, have two children. He is a teacher at
Ocheyedan, and she is employed at Sibley State
Bank.
Kathleen Hannink received her Bachelor of
Science degree in Nursing from Grand Valley
State College in Michigan. She is how an RN at
Blodgett Memorial Medical Center in Hudson-
ville, MI.
Gary J. Harmellnk, married Dec. 29, 1984, to
Joni Dykstra, is now living in Sioux Falls, SO,
where he is employed at Campbell Supply.
Laura (Van Ommeren) Haverdink lives in
Orange City and is teaching in the M·OC school
system.
Michael Hartson of Marion, lA, is a resident
counselor at Four Oaks.
Jeff Hofmeyer of Mill Creek, WA, is a lab
assistant for Biological Supply, Inc., in Bothell,
WA.
Karen (Campbell) Hurt of Newton, lA, is
teaching part-time at the Christian school in
Newton in the PE department.
Eric Johnson is living in St. Louis, MO with his
family.
Rhonda (Sneller) Sompelien is living in
Lawrence, KS. She is head of billing for the
Douglas County Visiting Nurses Association. Her
husband is working on a doctorate in Vocal Per-
formance.
Stanley D. Koopmans is a bank examiner for
the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago, and he lives
in Randolph, WI.
Steve Koopmans is a bank liquidation specialist
for the FDIC. He has been transferred to the
Portland sub-regional office from the office in
Southern California. Steve lists his address as
Randolph, WI.
Lois Kooistra is living in Paterson, NJ, and will
be married on August 10 to Ned Suffern.
Cynthia S. Kruthoff is a manager for God-
father's Pizza in Marshall, MN.
Nan (Kamphuis) Minster is a substitute
teacher/children's librarian in the Sheboygan Falls
Public Library.
Nora A. Mouw lives in Moline, IL, and is a
reservationlst for Mississippi Valley Airlines.
Russell Myers and his wife, Marina, live in
Elma, IA. They have a new daughter, Stephanie
Sue.
Robert Netjes is serving in the U.S. Air Force
and lists his address as Fairchild APB, WA.
Nanuet (Schenck) O'Halloren and her husband,
James, live in Tarzana, CA. Nanuet has a new job
in sales and customer relations as a manager with
Techno Products Division.
Carol L. Pauley is living in Harlan, lA, and is
recreation counselor for mentally retarded at
REM, Leadway, in Shelby, IA.
Lisa (Boonstra) Plueger lives in Orange City,
lA, and is a national sales assistant at K-Products.
Cheryl Pokracki lives in Homewood, IL, and is
finishing work on a degree at Governor's State
University in University Park, IL.
Abby Reel-Evans is living in Oyens, IA. She
has been named youth specialist for the Job
Training Partnership Act program headquartered
at Western Iowa Tech College in Sioux City. She
covers Ida, Monona, Plymouth and Cherokee
COunties.
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Sheri Roghair plans to be married on August 31
to Lt. Daniel Pfaff, who is in the United States
Air Force. Sheri is living in Tempe, AZ.
Nancy Lynn Schultz is living in Newark, NY.
She is a junior and senior high resource-room
teacher. Nancy says she has started studying for
her masters in Special Education.
Dennis W. Smith and hsi wife, Lisa, live in
Lynden, WA. Dennis has been Youth Director of
Faith Reformed Church in Lynden, for two years.
Randall J. Smith was married in December,
1984, and is living in Irving, TX. He is a sales
representative with Borg Warner Co.
Linda Storck is teaching English and
Agriculture in the Peace Corps in Thailand.
Julie (Burt) Taves has lived in Santa Cruz, CA,
with her new husband since last November.
Doug Te Grotenhuis has become the Promo-
tional Program Coordinator in the marketing
department of K·Products, Orange City.
Jeff Vance is a counselor in Marshalltown, IA.
Mary Louis (Weststeyn) Vander Meulen is a
nurse at John Muir Hospital, Walnut Creek, and
is living in Concord, CA.
Kelly Van Drunen lives in South Holland, IL.
She has a new position as pregnancy counselor at
Bethany Christian Services.
Beth (Dykstra) Van Meeteren of Laurens, lA, is
a first-grade teacher at the Laurens-Marathon
school.
Sue (Dalman) Van Peursem recently accepted a
position as a program coordinator for the Linn
County Assoc. for Retarded Citizens. She will
operate the volunteer program and counsel parents
of retarded children. Her husband, Marlo ('82),
will begin his fourth year at Iowa City Regina
where he teaches English, advises the school
paper and coaches speech students. They have a
new daughter, Amara.
Jane Ver Beek is living in Zeeland, ML She has
her HTL (Histotechnology Certified) and is work-
ing as an Electron Microscopy Technologist.
Dennis and Theresa (Zylstra '85) Weerheim
live in Sheldon.
Sheryl (Doerr) White is now living in Urban-
dale, lA, and is working in the Des Moines field
office for the Iowa Department of Banking.
CLASS OF '84
Donald John Bacon is living in Momence, IL.
He has applied for officer-pilot training in the Air
Force.
John B. Bales of Paramount, CA, works in the
loading and receiving department at Rockview
Dairies.
Dan Bastemeyer of Iowa City, lA, is a book-
keeper at the Kirkwood Education Center.
Kae (Loverink) Birchard is the Clerk of Courts
for Clay County. She lives in Spencer, IA.
Ruth Ann Birkelbach of Teaneck, NJ, has been
working for Canadian's Fur as a shoe manager.
She went into the Air Force in June 4.
Connie (Thompson) Boekhout of Chester, SO,
teaches third grade at Tri- Valley Elementary in
Coldon, SO.
Donna Bosma is a vocational rehabilitation
supervisor in LeMars, IA.
Laurie Beth (De Jong)Bouwer and husband Bob
live in Holland, MI.
Linda J. De Jong of South Haven, MI, has a
B.A. in Education and is teaching third grade.
Gwen De Vries of Forreston, IL, works as a
computer analyst for the Furst-McNess Company
of Freeport, IL.
Jeffrey R. Foster and wife, Mary,live in
Watertown, SO.
Rodney Friese lives near lona, MN, where he is
farming and working pert- time in Hong Kong
Kitchen. Rod and Sachiko were married in 1983.
Carol Joyce (Wybenga) Garza and husband,
Luis, live in Grant, Ml.
Julie (Hilt) Haag received her degree in nursing
in 1984 from Augustana College, Sioux Falls, SO.
She is a registered nurse at Good Samaritan
Village in Sioux Falls.
Nancy Heesch of Hopkins, MN, works for the
Data Card Corporation.
Linda Josephson is a telephone recruiter with
Moody Bible Institute Correspondence School in
Chicago, IL.
Robin Rae Kenney, Orange City, joined the
Peace Corps on June 16. She will be working in
an orphanage.
Bruce Koning of Lynden, WA, is an infan-
tryman in the U.S. Army.
Pemalla J. Mordenti is working for Campus
Crusade in San Diego, CA.
Timothy P. Oppermann of Forestville, MD, is a
Physical Therapy Technologist.
Audrey M. Rammelkamp is attending Western
Theological Seminary in Holland, MI.
Colleen Rhinehart is living in Brooklyn, lA,
and is attending graduate school at the U. of
Iowa.
Jay Rozeboom will be married June 22, 1985,
and is now living in Rock Rapids, IA.
Martha Shaver of Yankton, SO, will be moving
this summer to Chicago where she will be involv-
ed with the India Christian Fellowship.
Darryl Schelhaas (Bud) is living in Brookings,
SD.
Steve Schwander and his wife Linda are living
in New Brunswick, NJ, where Steve will be a
middler at the seminary. Linda is also a full time
student.
Debora (Jensen) Smith and her husband, Scott,
live in Goldfield, IA.
Cheryl (Landhuis) Southard was married in
April, and is employed as a registered medical
technologist at Iowa Methodist Hospital in Des
Moines.
David and Martha (Parsil) Spiegel are living in
Tucson, AZ. David will be studying sociology in
graduate school at the University of Arizona.
Sara J. Sybesma is attending graduate school
and living in Iowa City.
Joan A. (Van Essen) te Bokkel is living in Lon-
don, Ontario, Canada.
Dave Van Doornink and Leigh Schlitter ('85)
are planning an August wedding. Dave is living in
Holland, MI.
Valerie Valentine is living in Burnsville, MN.
She is attending Northwestern Chiropractic Col-
lege and will graduate in August of 1986.
Pam Van Beek is teaching fifth grade at
Western Baptist Elementary School in Harbor Ci-
ty, CA.
Mike Van Berkum has married Dona Warntjes,
and they live in Sioux City, IA. _
Brent and Deborah Vander Schaaf are living in
Sioux Falls, SO where Brent is a courier for
Norwest Bank..
Gail (Vander Schaaf) Van Grouw and her hue-
band, Arlan, live in Orange City.
Karen L. Westley of Arvada, CO, is working as
an entry-level med technologist in chemistry 00
the weekends. She says she absolutely loves her
internship!
Leon Scott Wilkens is a K·Mart department-
manager trainee and is living in Coraleville, IA.
Marsha (Vander Lee) Wynja and her husband,
Mark, live near Melvin, IA.
We recognize achievement
Each fall, Northwestern College
pauses to recognize members of the
alumni family who have distinguished
themselves in their careers or profes-
sions, who have served Northwestern
well, and who inspire others to achieve
and save.
This Fall we are expanding the
Alumnus of the Year Award so that
three people will be honored; there will
also be three Athletic Hall of Fame
Awards.
We invite Northwestern alumni to
nominate those they believe deserve
recognition. Please return the nomina-
tion form opposite to the Alumni Of-
fice by September I. Awards will be
presented at the Alumni Banquet at
Homecoming on October 26, 1985.
Nominations are being sought in the
following categories:
General Criteria
A living alumna/alumnus who has
graduated from Northwestern Academy,
Northwestern Junior College or North-
western College, or has attended North-
western College for at least two years;
has been out of college at least five
years; is not a current national officer
of the Alumni Association.
Specific Categories and Criteria
I. Distinguished Professional Achieve-
ment:
-Leadership, competence, dedica-
tion, continuing education and integrity
in chosen profession.
II. Distinguished Service to North-
western College:
-Loyalty to the mission of North-
western College, continued interest and
support of the aims and goals of North-
western College, reflected honor upon
the college by his/her Christian life
style.
III. Distinguished Service to Communi-
ty and/or State:
-Leadership abilities exhibited in
service to the community and/or state,
notable service at a local or state level.
Athletic Hall of Fame recipients
must have been out of school for three
years (women) and five years (men).
Those named must have compiled an
outstanding record in one or more in-
tercollegiate sport while at North-
western.
Help! Volunteers wanted to give students advice about careers
Someone once said, "The only time
you have the Alumni as a captive au-
dience is when they are on campus."
However, when you were on campus,
what did you think when you heard
about the Alumni Office? MONEY!
Right? Unfortunately that was the only
time we heard from the Alumni Office.
For the 1985-86 school year we have
some plans to give visibility to the
Alumni Association without always
asking for money.
-Following registration all students will
be given a handsome souvenir cup
filled with their favorite soft drink.
.We will publish a freshman directory
complete with photos and brief
biographical sketches (no more blind
dates).
-We will hold career seminars for
sophomores and juniors.
-Seniors will be represented on the
alumni board and will be guests at a
senior dinner.
To organize career seminars, we need
alumni who are willing to take a half-
day or day to discuss their profession or
career. For example: Accountants,
bankers, teachers, doctors, lawyers, in-
surance professionals and secretaries.
Would you be willing to:
-Counsel interested students to tell
them how it really is?
-Share information regarding living
conditions and expenses in your com-
munity?
«Tell your personnel department about
NWC grads?
-Send information on your company?
I'm sure you would have liked to
have this done while you were in col-
lege! So, please help us do it now by
clipping and mailing the form opposite
to Doug Van Berkum, Northwestern
College, Orange City, Iowa 51041
Alumni "shepherd" seeks 500 lost sheep, needs help in rounding them up
We have a list of nearly 500 persons
in our alumni files whom we can't find.
We've lost them. We have no idea
what's happened to them. And to tell
you the truth, we're proud of our alum-
ni and like to keep track of their ac-
complishments. From time to time we'll
publish a list of our lost sheep. If you
have any knowledge of any of the per-
sons listed below, please use the form
on the next page. (We refuse to say
bleat.)
Anderson, Joan
Anderson, Michael O.
Baldwin, Charlotte
Barrett, Janet
Bauder, Julie
Bollard, Paul
Bowar, Darcie K.
Bovendam, Stephen
Brandes, Harriet
Brinkman, Henry
Broek, Marlin
Broek, Shirley
Brommer, Michael
Burt, Darla
Cheatom, Barry
Clark, Kim
Cole, Judith
De Boer, Harko
De Jong, Leon
De Groot, Harold
De Haan, Alan
De Waay, Theora
Dittmer, Sophia
Drenth, Michaelle
Dykhouse, Esther
Eilts, Kimberly
Falconer, Maureen
Feeney, Kevin
Foday-Kakpa, Anthony
Frank, Lynelle
Genant, Ledonn
Gray, Michael
Grond, David
Halma, Wayne
Havens, Kathi
Hibma, Gerrit
Hofmeyer, John
Jacobsma, Carl
Klein, James
Leighton, Stephen
Lubbers, Howard
McAllister, Antonio
McNutt, Kay
Meiburg, Doug
Moret, Cheryl
Mouw, Hilda
Muilenburg, Tryna
Murrano, Anthony
Nelson, Gloria
Nielsen, Kathryn
Freshmen will get a cup like this.
Clip and mail now
ALUMNI AWARDS NOMINATION FORM
Mail to: Alumni Awards Committee, Northwestern College, Orange City, IA 51041
by September I, 1985. (Once nominated, a candidate for an award re-
mains on the nominations list for three years.)
I Nominate Class, _
Address ___ City State Zip, _
Occupation
For (Name of Award)
______________ Title _
Signed
Address
Res. tel.
___ City State, Zip _
Bus. tel.
CAREER SEMINAR
Name _
Address _
City State _
Res. Tel. _
Zip _
Bus. Tel. _
D I would be willing to come to campus to serve as a resource person at a career
seminar in the D Fall D Spring
D I would prefer to have a student(s) see me at my place of business.
D I would consider a NW student as an intern.
Comments
SHEEP "ROUND-UP" NOTIFICATION
isn't lost.
The last I knew, he/she was _
(Please include our lost sheep's current address or the name of a person who may
know it.)
My name
Address _
City ____________ State. Zip, _
Return to Alumni Office, Northwestern College, Orange City, IA 51041.
Thanks!
s
1983 Charter Members 01 Hall 01 Fame
Dave Aalbers '73 Curt Krull '74
Barb Bahrke '80 David Meylink '72
Mike Bengard '15 Tom Rieck '74
David Bomgaars '77 Larry Smith '65
Gregg Bosch '72 Rick Vander Berg '68
Paul Colenbrander '42 Jerry Van Es '71
Jeff De Haan '77 Brad Van Rooyen '76
Daryl Hoogeveen '76 BobVermeer '74
David Korver >65 Gary Vetter '76
Kelvin Korver '72 Cornie Wassink '73
Larry Korver '.54 Tony Weiler '76
Russell Kraai '37 1984 Inductees
Jim Woudstra '74 SteveKing '72
Darrell Kruen '65 PaulMuyskens '48
Past Alumna/AlulOBus of the Year
Class of
1924
1954
1936
1951
1961
1933
1931
1934
1954
1977 - Alfred Popma
1978 - Arie R. Brouwer
1979 - Robert Giebink
1980 - Stanley Vande Aarde
1981 - Donald D. Jiskoot
1982 - Alfred Aalberts
1983 - Harriet Heusinkveld
1984 - Dr. Leo Landhuis
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Homecoming
October 26, 1985
Make plans to join us and your classmates and be Alive in '85. Remember
what was ... celebrating what is ...
Reunion Classes!
1955, 1960, 1965, 1970, 1975, 1980
• Information on reunion class events and registration will be mailed to
class members in July.
• General homecoming information will be mailed In a special
homecoming invitation.
• Alumni Banquet-Three alumni will be honored and three will be
inducted into the Athletic Hall of Fame. Good food, good music and
good fellowship!
SATURDAY,OCTOBER26
• Registration
• Parade
• Special luncheons at 11:00 a.m. for N-Club, Band-Choir, Choral Readers (dramatics)
• Homecoming concert: Concert Band, A capella Choir, Choral Readers and Chapel Choir
• 25th Anniversary of the establishment of a Concert Band
• Alumni Banquet
• Class reunions: pictures-s-old movies-annuals-Beacons-songs from the past-review of
top news and sports events from graduation year
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 27
• Worship service
• Extended reunion visitation
